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Chapter 1

Introduction
The goal of this report is to present the possible extensions of the Nelson-Oppen combination method.
We distinguish two main research directions: (1) the extension to non-stably infinite theories and (2) the
extension to non-disjoint theories. We present the recent advances that allow us to go beyond the assumptions
classically used in the Nelson-Oppen method. These results allow us to get more expressive combined decision
procedures that are capable to handle a larger class of theories of interest in verification.
The material presented in this report has been published in [Fon09, NRR09d, NRR09c, NRR09a]. The
next chapters reuse the content of these papers.

1.1

Non-stably Infinite Theories

In [Fon09] we consider some of the best-known decidable fragments of first-order logic with equality, including
the Löwenheim class (monadic FOL with equality, but without functions), Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey
theories (finite sets of formulas of the form ∃∗ ∀∗ ϕ, where ϕ is a function-free and quantifier-free FOL
formula), and the two-variable fragment of FOL. In general, these are not stably infinite, and the NelsonOppen scheme cannot be used to integrate them into SMT solvers. Noticing some elementary results about
the cardinalities of the models of these theories, we show that they can nevertheless be combined with almost
any other decidable theory.

1.2

Non-disjoint Theories

We show how to use a non-disjoint extension of the Nelson-Oppen combination method to obtain decision
procedures for theories modelling data structures and arithmetic constraints.
We propose a first solution when the incorporated arithmetic operator allows to express only linear
increments, i.e. when the considered constraints have to be interpreted modulo the theory of integer offsets [NRR09d]. We present a superposition calculus dedicated to theories that model some data structures
and that share the integer offsets; we show that the calculus is capable to actually decide the existential
fragment of these theories and that can be plugged into the non-disjoint extension of the Nelson-Oppen
combination method, deriving thus decision procedure for theories modeling more complex data structures.
As a second contribution [NRR09c], we focus on the union of a data-structure and a theory of arithmetic
sharing a successor function satisfying the injectivity and the acyclicity axioms. This union allows us to
handle more expressive arithmetic constraints and to obtain a combined decision procedure in which the
procedures for individual theories can be constructed by using an appropriate superposition calculus for
the data-structure and classical solving techniques for the theory of arithmetic (Gauss elimination, FourierMotzkin elimination, Groebner bases computation).
To go beyond a shared unary successor symbol, we consider the case of abelian groups [NRR09a]. The
possibility of having a shared addition symbol permits us to augment the expressiveness on the arithmetical
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part, lifting from linear increment expressed by using the successor symbols, to increment expressed as
sums. This allows to handle, e.g., useful counting functions for data structures such as trees. We consider
the completeness and the effectiveness of the non-disjoint combination method when the theory of abelian
groups is shared. For the completeness, we show that the theory of abelian groups can be embedded into
a theory admitting quantifier elimination. For achieving effectiveness, we rely on a superposition calculus
modulo abelian groups developed by Godoy and Nieuwenhuis. We consider a many-sorted and constraint-free
version of the calculus, in which we use a restricted form of unification in abelian groups with free symbols,
and in which only literals are involved.
To be effective in all our papers mentioned above, the non-disjoint extension of the Nelson-Oppen combination method makes use of procedures able to compute the logical consequences over the shared signature.
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Chapter 2

Beyond Stably Infinite Theories
2.1

Introduction

Among automated deduction techniques for the verification of computer systems, SMT solvers (Satisfiability
Modulo Theories) are nowadays attracting a lot of interest. These solvers are built on top of SAT solvers
for propositional logic and include decision procedures for different first-order theories, thus providing more
expressive input languages. Usually, SMT solvers implement a combination of a fixed number of theories
such as linear arithmetic, uninterpreted symbols, list operators, bit vectors, etc., based on the classical
Nelson-Oppen framework [16, 21] for combining decidable theories. This framework covers combinations
of disjoint theories provided they are stably infinite: if a set of quantifier-free formulas has a model with
respect to a theory, it should also have an infinite model. For instance, a combination of decision procedures
for integer linear arithmetic and for the empty theory (equality and uninterpreted symbols) can detect the
unsatisfiability of the formula
x ≤ y ∧ y ≤ x + f (x) ∧ P (h(x) − h(y)) ∧ ¬P (0) ∧ f (x) = 0.
The Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey (BSR) class [4, 17] is certainly the most well-known decidable class of
first-order theories. A BSR theory is a finite set (conjunction) of formulas of the form ∃∗ ∀∗ ϕ, where the
first-order formula ϕ is function-free and quantifier-free. Many verification problems generate formulas in
this class (see for instance [11]). The CASC competition [20] for first-order theorem provers has a dedicated
division (EPR, Effectively Propositional) for this class. BSR theories are in general not stably infinite. As
a trivial example, consider the BSR theory ∀x∀y . x = y that only accepts models with singleton domains.
The Nelson-Oppen framework does not apply to combinations including BSR theories.
A Löwenheim theory with equality is a finite set of closed formulas in a language containing only unary
predicates, and no function except constants. This class is also known as first-order relational monadic
logic, and it is decidable. The theory ∀x∀y . x = y also belongs to the Löwenheim class, and hence the
Nelson-Oppen framework does not apply to this class.
The last decidable class we study in this paper is the class of finitely axiomatized first-order theories built
in a language with equality, only two variables, and no functions (except constants). Again ∀x∀y . x = y
belongs to this class, and the Nelson-Oppen framework is not appropriate.
The objective of the present paper is to lay the ground for incorporating theories from these three wellknown classes into SMT solvers.
We are not aware of previous combination results about the full Löwenheim class with equality or the
full two-variable fragment with equality. However, it has already been observed [23] that, thanks to its finite
model property, a BSR theory can be combined with a theory T provided the following conditions hold:
• if a set of ground literals L is T -satisfiable, then the minimal cardinality of T -models for L can be
computed;
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• T only has finite models.
The second requirement is quite strong. In particular, it is not satisfied by combinations including decidable
fragments of arithmetic, which admit only infinite models. For example, the combination scheme of [23]
cannot be used to decide the satisfiability of the set of literals such as
{a > 0, a < 2, a + b = 2, b > 0, A(f (a)), ¬C(f (b))}
(where a, b, f (a), f (b) are integers and +, <, >, 0, 2 have their usual meaning over integers) with respect to
the BSR theory
T = {∀x [(A(x) ∨ B(x)) ≡ (C(x) ∨ D(x))]}.
The classical Nelson-Oppen combination scheme and that of [23] introduce rather strong requirements
on the theories in the combination, and these requirements ensure that component theories agree on model
cardinalities. For instance, the stably infinite requirement ensures that both theories will agree on the
cardinality ℵ0 for their models. But essentially, the combination process is a matter of matching the interpretation of shared symbols (by exchanging disjunction of equalities), and cardinalities of the models of the
theories [12, 23, 9].
We observe in this paper that it is possible to compute all the cardinalities of models admitted by a
theory in the BSR, Löwenheim, or two-variable classes with equality. The set of cardinalities accepted by
such theories even has a very particular structure. In section 2.3 we characterize this structure, and show
that any decidable theory that verifies this property can be combined with a decidable theory T provided
T fulfils very liberal constraints. These constraints are trivially met in most practical cases.
For convenience, the results in this paper are presented in an unsorted framework, although most SMTsolvers work in a many-sorted logic framework (see for instance [8]). Our results could be transferred to a
many-sorted framework, at the expense of heavier notations.
The chapter is structured as follows: Section 2.2 introduces basic concepts and notations. Section 2.3
presents the general scheme for combining (not necessarily stably infinite) theories, and introduces the
required notions for the new combination results with the considered first-order decidable classes. Sections 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 respectively present essential cardinality results about the Löwenheim, BSR, and
two-variables classes. We do not claim that the results in those three sections are original. Some of them
can be found in classical Model Theory books [5, 6, 7]. But some of them are less known. This paper thus
presents them together, and relates them to the combination scheme. Section 2.7 presents a simple example,
and Section 2.8 concludes the chapter.

2.2

Notations

A first-order language is a tuple L = hV, F, Pi such that V is an enumerable set of variables, F and P are
sets of function and predicate symbols. Every function and predicate symbol is assigned an arity. Nullary
predicates are propositions, and nullary functions are constants. Terms and formulas over the language L
are defined in the usual way. A ground term is a term without variables. An atomic formula is either t = t0
where t and t0 are terms, or a predicate symbol applied to the right number of terms. Formulas are built
from atomic formulas, Boolean connectives (¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒, ≡), and quantifiers (∀, ∃). A formula with no free
variables is closed. A theory is a set of closed formulas. Two theories are disjoint if no predicate symbol in
P or function symbol in F appears in both theories. A finite theory or a finitely axiomatized theory is a
finite set of formulas.
An interpretation I for a first-order language provides a domain D, a total function I[f ] : Dr → D of
appropriate arity for every function symbol f , a predicate I[p] : Dr → {>, ⊥} of appropriate arity for every
predicate symbol p, and an element I[x] ∈ D for every variable x. By extension, an interpretation defines a
value in D for every term, and a truth value for every formula. The notation Ix1 /d1 ,...,xn /dn stands for the
interpretation that agrees with I, except that it associates the elements di to the variables xi .
A model of a formula (or a theory) is an interpretation in which the formula (resp., every formula in
the theory) evaluates to true. A formula or theory is satisfiable if it has a model, and it is unsatisfiable
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otherwise. A formula G is T -satisfiable if it is satisfiable in the theory T , that is, if T ∪ {G} is satisfiable.
A T -model of G is a model of T ∪ {G}. A formula G is T -unsatisfiable if it has no T -models.
The cardinality of an interpretation is the cardinality of its domain. The restriction of a predicate p on
domain D to domain D0 ⊆ D is the predicate p0 with domain D0 such that p and p0 have the same truth
value for all arguments in D0 .
A formula is universal if it is of the form ∀x1 . . . ∀xn .ϕ where ϕ is quantifier-free. A Skolem formula is a
formula where all universal quantifiers appear with a positive polarity, and all existential quantifiers appear
with a negative polarity. It is always possible to transform a given formula into an equisatisfiable Skolem
formula, using Skolemization. We refer to [2] for Skolemization.

2.3

Combination of theories

Assume we want to study the satisfiability of the set of literals
L = {a ≤ b, b ≤ a + f (a), P (h(a) − h(b)), ¬P (0), f (a) = 0}
in the combination of the integer linear arithmetic theory T1 and the empty theory (i.e. the theory of
uninterpreted symbols) T2 . First, a separation is built by introducing fresh uninterpreted constants1 , to
produce the equisatisfiable problem

L1 =
a ≤ b, b ≤ a + v1 , v1 = 0, v2 = v3 − v4 , v5 = 0

L2 =
P (v2 ), ¬P (v5 ), v1 = f (a), v3 = h(a), v4 = h(b) .
The set L1 only contains arithmetic symbols and uninterpreted constants. The symbols in L2 are all uninterpreted. The only shared symbols are the uninterpreted constants in the set S = {a, b, v1 , v2 , v3 , v4 , v5 }.
Notice that although L is unsatisfiable in T1 ∪ T2 , L1 is T1 -satisfiable, and L2 is T2 -satisfiable; it is not
sufficient for the decision procedures for T1 and T2 to only examine the satisfiability of their part of the
separation. Indeed, the decision procedures also have to “agree on the common part”. This can be captured
using the notion of arrangement:
Definition 2.1. An arrangement A for a set of constant symbols S is a maximal satisfiable set of equalities
and inequalities a = b or a 6= b, with a, b ∈ S.
The following theorem (other formulations can be found in [22, 23, 12]) then states the completeness of
the combination of decision procedures:
Theorem 2.1. Assume T1 and T2 are theories over the disjoint languages L1 and L2 , and Li (i = 1, 2) is a
set of literals in Li augmented by a finite set of fresh constant symbols S. Then L1 ∪L2 is T1 ∪T2 -satisfiable if
and only if there exist an arrangement A of S, a cardinality k, and a Ti -model Mi of A ∪ Li with cardinality
k for i = 1, 2.
Proof. Assume I is an interpretation on domain D for a language L, and L0 is a sub-language of L, i.e. the
set of variable, function, and predicate symbols in L0 are subsets of their counterpart in L. We say that the
interpretation I 0 on domain D for language L0 is the restriction of I if I 0 and I give the same interpretation
for the symbols in L0 .
The condition is necessary. Assume M is a T1 ∪T2 -model for L1 ∪L2 . M perfectly defines an arrangement
A of S: indeed a = b ∈ A with a, b ∈ S iff a = b is true according to M. The restriction of M to Li augmented
with the constant symbols S is a Ti -model for A ∪ Li , i = 1, 2.
The condition is sufficient. Assume that A is an arrangement for S, M1 on domain D1 is a T1 -model for
A ∪ L1 , M2 on domain D2 is a T2 -model for A ∪ L2 , and |D1 | = |D2 |. Since both M1 and M2 are models
of A, there exist two interpretations M01 and M02 on the same domain that are respectively isomorphic to
1 Traditionally combination schemes use variables for this role. Since variables will be used in quantifiers in the following
sections, for consistency and clarity we will rather use uninterpreted constants here.
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M1 and M2 and such that M01 [a] = M02 [a] for every a ∈ S. It is then possible to build an interpretation
M such that its restriction to the language Li augmented with S is M0i , i = 1, 2. M is a T1 ∪ T2 -model of
L1 ∪ L2 .
Checking the existence of a model is the task of the decision procedures for the decidable theories in the
combination. The previous theorem however also imposes a restriction on cardinalities: the two decision
procedures should exhibit a model with the same cardinality. A theory T is said to be stably infinite when
every T -satisfiable set of literals has a model with cardinality ℵ0 . Combining only stably infinite theories is a
radical solution to the cardinality requirement in the previous theorem; k can always be ℵ0 . Since the empty
theory and the theory of integer linear arithmetic are both stably infinite, the set of literals L in our example
is T1 ∪ T2 -satisfiable if and only if there exists an arrangement A of the seven variables in S such that A ∪ Li
is Ti -satisfiable for i = 1 and i = 2. No such arrangements exist, and indeed, L is T1 ∪ T2 -unsatisfiable.
The first-order decidable classes considered in this paper contain theories that are not stably infinite.
For instance the formula ∀x (x = a ∨ x = b) belongs to the BSR, Löwenheim and two variable classes, and
it only accepts models with at most two elements. A combination scheme to handle such theories requires
to carefully examine cardinalities. The notion of spectrum is helpful for this task:
Definition 2.2. The spectrum of a theory T is the set of cardinalities k such that T is satisfiable in a model
of cardinality k.2
Using this definition and Theorem 2.1, a combination scheme for disjoint theories (not necessarily stably
infinite) can thus be easily expressed:
Corollary 2.1. Given two theories T1 and T2 over the disjoint languages L1 and L2 , the T1 ∪ T2 -satisfiability
problem for sets of literals (written in the union of the languages L1 and L2 ) is decidable if, for any sets
of literals L1 and L2 (respectively written in the languages L1 and L2 augmented with a finite set of fresh
uninterpreted constants) it is possible to compute if the intersection of the spectrums for T1 ∪ L1 and for
T2 ∪ L2 is non-empty.
In the case of stably infinite decidable theories, it is guaranteed that, if T1 ∪ L1 and T2 ∪ L2 are satisfiable,
both spectrums contain cardinality ℵ0 , and so their intersection is trivially non-empty.
To characterize the spectrum of the decidable classes considered in this paper, we introduce the following
property:
Definition 2.3. A theory T is gentle if, for every set L of literals in the language of T (augmented by a
finite number of fresh constants), the spectrum of T ∪ L can be computed and is either
• a finite set of finite cardinalities
• the union of a finite set of finite cardinalities and all the (finite and infinite) cardinalities greater than
a computable finite cardinality; it is thus co-finite.
A gentle theory is decidable. In the following sections, we show that the BSR theories, the Löwenheim
theories, and finite theories with only two variables are gentle. The empty theory, as a special case of a BSR
theory, is gentle. Shiny theories in general (see [23]) are gentle. We also have the following result:
Theorem 2.2. The union of disjoint gentle theories is a gentle theory.
Proof. The case for the union of any number of disjoint gentle theories can be proved by induction, and
using the case for two gentle theories.
The intersection of two spectrums of gentle theories is also either a finite set of finite cardinalities, or
the union of a finite set of finite cardinalities and all the (finite and infinite) cardinalities greater than a
(computable) finite cardinality. The case for two gentle theories is thus a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1.
2 The spectrum of a theory is usually defined as the set of the finite cardinalities of its models. We here slightly extend the
definition for convenience.
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We point out that a theory T taking part in a combination of theories has some interesting property
about its spectrum. Since the T -satisfiability problem for sets of literals (written in the language of the
theory plus fresh constants) is decidable, it is also possible to assess for any set of literals L if T ∪ L has a
model of cardinality greater than a given number k. Indeed it suffices to introduce k new constants a1 , . . . , ak
and check the satisfiability of T ∪ L ∪ {ai 6= aj | i 6= j, i, j = 1, . . . , k}. Also notice that it is always possible
to decide if a finite first-order theory admits a model of a given finite cardinality. Indeed there are only
a finite number of interpretations for a finite language, and it takes a finite time to check if a given finite
interpretation is a model of the finite theory.
Some widely used theories are not gentle, but in practical cases they can be combined with gentle theories:
Theorem 2.3. Given a gentle theory T and another disjoint theory T 0 , the T ∪ T 0 -satisfiability problem for
sets of literals written in the union of their language is decidable if one of the following cases holds:
• T 0 is gentle;
• T 0 is a decidable finitely axiomatixed first-order theory;
• T 0 is a decidable theory that only admits a fixed finite (possibly empty) known set of finite cardinalities
for its models, and possibly infinite models.
Proof. Assume L ∪ L0 is the separation to check for T ∪ T 0 -satisfiability. If an arrangement A is such that
A ∪ L is T -satisfiable, and A ∪ L0 is T 0 -satisfiable, then it is possible to compute the spectrum S of T ∪ A ∪ L.
Either S is a finite set of finite cardinalities, or it is a union of a finite set of finite cardinalities and the set
of all cardinalities greater than a number k.
If T 0 is also gentle, it is possible to compute the spectrum of T 0 ∪ A ∪ L0 , and the intersection of the two
spectrums can easily be computed.
If T 0 is a decidable finite first-order theory, it is possible to check if T 0 ∪ A ∪ L0 admits a cardinality in
the finite part of S, and, if S is infinite, it is possible to check if T 0 ∪ A ∪ L0 admits a cardinality greater
than k.
If T 0 is a decidable theory that only admits a fixed finite known set of cardinalities for its models, it
suffices to check if one of these cardinalities is in the spectrum S. The considered theories are first-order,
and the Löwenheim-Skolem theorem states that, if a theory has an infinite model, it has models for every
For instance,
infinite cardinality. Infinite cardinalities can thus be understood as one cardinality.
the real or integer linear arithmetic theories (or combinations involving real or integer linear arithmetic) fall
into the last case, and the usual theories for arrays fall into the second one.

2.4

The Löwenheim class with equality

A Löwenheim theory is a finite set of closed formulas in a language containing only unary predicates, and
no functions except constants. This class is also known as first-order relational monadic logic. Usually one
distinguishes the Löwenheim class with and without equality. The Löwenheim class has the finite model
property (and is thus decidable) even with equality. Full monadic logic without equality, i.e. the class of
finite theories over a language containing symbols (predicates and functions) of arity at most 1, also has the
finite model property. Considering monadic logic with equality, the class of finite theories over a language
containing only unary predicates and just two unary functions is already undecidable. With only one unary
function however the class remains decidable, but does not have the finite model property anymore. Since
the spectrum for this last class is significantly more complicated [14] than for the Löwenheim class we will
here only concentrate on the Löwenheim class with equality (only classes with equality are relevant in our
context). More can be found about monadic first-order logic in [5, 6]. In particular, the following Theorem
can be found in [6]:
Theorem 2.4. Assume T is a Löwenheim theory with equality with n distinct unary predicates. Let q be
the number of constants plus the maximum number of nested quantifiers in T . If T has a model of some
cardinality ≥ q 2n , then T has models of every cardinality ≥ q 2n .
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Proof. For simplicity, assume T is constant-free and is a single formula. Because T is finite, it is always
possible to get back to such a case by taking the conjunction of all formulas in T , and then quantify
existentially over all constants in the formula.
Let p1 , . . . , pn be the unary predicates used in T . Given an interpretation I on domain D for T , every
element d ∈ D has a color c(d) = c1 . . . cn ∈ {>, ⊥}n where ci = I[pi ](d). We denote by Dc ⊆ D the set of
elements with color c.
Two interpretations I (on domain D) and I 0 (on domain D0 ) for a formula ψ are similar if
• either Dc = Dc0 or |Dc ∩ Dc0 | ≥ q for every color c ∈ {>, ⊥}n ;
• Dc ∩ Dc0 0 = ∅ for any two distinct colors c, c0 ∈ {>, ⊥}n ;
• I[x] = I 0 [x] for every variable free in ψ.
We first prove that, given a formula ψ, two similar interpretations for ψ give the same truth value to ψ and
to every sub-formula of ψ.
This is proved by induction on the structure of the (sub-)formula ψ. It is obvious if ψ is atomic, since
similar interpretations assign the same value to variables, and since ψ is variable-free. If ψ is ¬ϕ1 , ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 ,
ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 or ϕ1 ⇒ ϕ2 , the result holds if it also holds for ϕ1 and ϕ2 .
Assume I makes true the formula ψ = ∃x ϕ(x). Then there exists some d ∈ D such that Ix/d is a model
0
of ϕ(x). If d ∈ D0 , then Ix/d
is similar to Ix/d and, by the induction hypothesis, it is a model of ϕ(x); I 0 is
0
0
thus a model of ψ. If d ∈
/ D , it means that Dc(d) ∩ Dc(d)
≥ q. Furthermore, since the whole formula contains
at most q nested quantifiers, ϕ(x) contains at most q − 1 free variables. Let x1 , . . . , xm be those variables.
0
There exists some d0 ∈ Dc(d) ∩ Dc(d)
such that d0 6= I[xi ] for every i ∈ {1, . . . , m}. By structural induction,
0
it is easy to show that Ix/d and Ix/d0 give the same truth value to ϕ(x). Furthermore Ix/d0 and Ix/d
0 are
0
0
similar. I is thus a model of ψ. To summarize, if I is a model of ψ, I is also a model of ψ. By symmetry,
if I 0 is a model of ψ, I is also a model of ψ. Thus, if ψ = ∃x ϕ(x), the results hold if it also holds for ϕ(x).
The proof for formulas of the form ∀x ϕ(x) is dual.
If M on domain D is a model for T with cardinality ≥ q 2n , then there exists a color c such that |Dc | ≥ q.
For any cardinality k ≥ q 2n one can build a model M0 of cardinality k for T , similar to M.
Corollary 2.2. The Löwenheim class has the finite model property.
Proof. Assume T is a Löwenheim theory, with n distinct unary predicates. Let q be the maximum number
of nested quantifiers in T . Let I be a model of T . According to Theorem 2.4, if I has an infinite cardinality
(≥ q 2n ), T also has a finite model (e.g. of cardinality q 2n ).
Corollary 2.3. The satisfiability problem for the Löwenheim class is decidable.
Proof. It is well-known that any class of finite first-order theories that has the finite model property is
also decidable. The decidability of the Löwenheim class can also be easily proved directly. Assume T is a
Löwenheim theory, with n distinct unary predicates. Let q be the maximum number of nested quantifiers
in T . There exist only a finite number of interpretations of a finite theory for a given cardinality. It is thus
decidable to check if T has a model of cardinality q 2n . If such a model exists T is satisfiable. If no such
models exist, Theorem 2.4 states that T has no models of cardinality ≥ q 2n . It remains to decide if T has
a model of cardinality < q 2n , i.e. it remains to examine a finite number of interpretations.
Corollary 2.4. The spectrum of a Löwenheim theory can be computed and expressed either as a finite set
of naturals, or as the union of a finite set of naturals with the set of all the (finite or infinite) cardinalities
greater than a natural. The Löwenheim theories are gentle.

2.5

The Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey class

A Bernays-Schönfinkel-Ramsey theory (BSR) is a finite set of formulas of the form ∃∗ ∀∗ ϕ, where ϕ is a firstorder formula which is function-free (but constants are allowed) and quantifier-free. Bernays and Schönfinkel
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first proved the decidability of this class without equality; Ramsey later proved that it remains decidable
with equality. The results about the spectrum of BSR theories are less known, but were also originally found
by Ramsey.
For simplicity, we will assume that existential quantifiers are Skolemized. In the following, a BSR theory
is thus a finite closed set of universal function-free first-order formulas.
Theorem 2.5. Let T be a BSR theory, and let kc be the number of constants in T , or kc = 1 if T is
constant-free. If T has a model with cardinality k ≥ kc , then T has a model for every cardinality i, with
k ≥ i ≥ kc .
Proof. Given a model M for a BSR theory T with domain D, then any interpretation M0 such that
• the domain of M0 is a non-empty set D0 ⊆ D such that M0 [a] = M[a] ∈ D0 for every constant a in T ,
and
• for every predicate p, M0 [p] is the restriction of M[p] to the domain D0
is also a model of T . Intuitively, this states that the elements in the domain that are not assigned to ground
terms (i.e. the constants) can be eliminated in a model of a BSR theory. Since M is a model of T , for each
closed formula ∀x1 . . . xn .ϕ in T (where ϕ is function-free and quantifier-free), and for all d1 , . . . , dn ∈ D0 ⊆ D,
Mx1 /d1 ,...,xn /dn is a model of ϕ. This also means that, for all d1 , . . . , dn ∈ D0 , M0 x1 /d1 ,...,xn /dn is a model of
ϕ, and finally that M0 is a model of ∀x1 . . . xn .ϕ.
Theorem 2.6. There exists a computable function f such that, for any BSR theory T , if T has a model of
some cardinality ≥ f (T ), then it has a model for every cardinality ≥ f (T ).
Proof. The proof is quite long and requires a non trivial theorem on hypergraph coloring. A partial proof
can be found in [6], and a full self-contained proof can be found in the full version of the paper [10].
The proofs of the following corollaries are similar to the corresponding proofs for the Löwenheim class.
Corollary 2.5. The BSR class has the finite model property.
Corollary 2.6. The satisfiability problem for the BSR class is decidable.
Corollary 2.7. The spectrum of a BSR theory can be computed and expressed either as a finite set of
naturals, or as the union of a finite set of naturals with the set of all the (finite or infinite) cardinalities
greater than a natural. BSR theories are gentle.

2.6

First-order logic with two variables

Following [7], we will denote by FO2 the class of finite theories built over a language with only two variables,
and no functions (except constants). The satisfiability problem for FO2 is known to be decidable with
and without equality (see for instance [5, 7, 13]). Again, we will only concentrate here on the language
with equality. This class has the finite model property, and also has very nice properties concerning the
cardinalities of its models.
The Scott class is a subset of FO2 : it is the class of finite theories over a language with only two variables,
and no functions (except constants) such that every formula in the theory is of the form ∀x∀y ϕ(x, y) or
∀x∃y ϕ(x, y) where ϕ(x, y) is quantifier-free. The satisfiability problem for FO2 (with equality) is traditionally
translated into the satisfiability problem for the Scott class, using the following theorem (see [5, 7] for
equivalent theorems):
Theorem 2.7. There exists an algorithm that, for each finite theory T of FO2 , constructs a theory T 0 in
the Scott class such that T has a model of a given cardinality if and only if T 0 has a model of the same
cardinality. The size of T 0 is linear with respect to the size of T .
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Proof. First notice that formula ∀x (R(x) ≡ Qy ϕ(x, y)) where Q is either ∃ or ∀ can be rewritten as a set
of formulas in the required form:
• ∀ x (R(x) ≡ ∀y ϕ(x, y)) ←→ ∀x∀y (R(x) ⇒ ϕ(x, y)) ∧ ∀x∃y (ϕ(x, y) ⇒ R(x))
• ∀ x (R(x) ≡ ∃y ϕ(x, y)) ←→ ∀x∃y (R(x) ⇒ ϕ(x, y)) ∧ ∀x∀y (ϕ(x, y) ⇒ R(x))
The theory T can thus be rewritten into a suitable theory T 0 by iteratively applying the following step
until no more formulas of unsuitable form exist in the theory:
• select a formula ψ in the theory that does not have the required form;
• choose a sub-formula of form Qy ϕ(x, y) of ψ where Q is ∃ or ∀ and ϕ(x, y) is quantifier-free;
• take a new unary predicate R not used in the theory;
• define the formula ψ 0 as ψ where Qy ϕ(x, y) has been substituted by R(x);
• remove ψ from the theory, and add ψ 0 , and the formulas in the required form for ∀x (R(x) ≡ Qy ϕ(x, y)).
The following theorem is left as an exercice in [7]. For completeness we here give the full proof.
Theorem 2.8. There exists a computable function f such that, for any Scott theory T , if T has a model of
some cardinality ≥ f (T ), then T has models for every cardinality ≥ f (T ).
Proof. We first assume that every formula ψi in T (i = 1, . . . , m) of the form ∀x∃y ϕ(x, y) is such that every
model of ϕ(x, y) is a model of x 6= y. This assumption is acceptable if f (T ) ≥ 2 for all Scott theories T since
for all models with at least two elements ∀x∃y ϕ(x, y) is equivalent to ∀x∃y . x 6= y ∧ (ϕ(x, y) ∨ ϕ(x, x)).
For the rest of the proof, we assume that the Scott theory T has a model M on domain D. We define the
sets A = {M[a] : a is a constant in T } and B = D \ A. We establish that if B is larger than a computable
cardinality ≥ f (T ), one can build a model for every cardinality ≥ f (T ).
Given a first-order language L, a k-table3 T [x1 , . . . , xk ] over the variables x1 , . . . , xk is a maximal satisfiable set of atomic formulas and negation of atomic formulas using only variables x1 , . . . , xk . Given an interpretation I on domain D and k elements d1 , . . . , dk of D, the k-table of d1 , . . . , dk (denoted TI [d1 , . . . , dk ]) is
the unique k-table T [x1 , . . . , xk ] such that the interpretation Ix1 /d1 ,...,xk /dk is a model of T [x1 , . . . , xk ]. Notice that there are only a finite number of k-tables, for a finite language with no functions except constants.
P
arity(p)
In particular if A is the set of constants, a 1-table is determined by at most b = p (|A| + 1)
Boolean
values, where the sum ranges over all predicates in the language. Indeed, given a predicate p of arity r, there
are at most (|A| + 1)r terms that can be built with p and A ∪ {x}. Thus the number of different 1-tables is
bounded by C = 2b .
For every formula ψi = ∀x∃y ϕi (x, y) in T (i = 1, . . . , m), there exists a total function gi on domain
D ranging on D such that M[ϕi ](d, gi (d)) is true for every d ∈ D. The set K (commonly referred as the
set of kings) is defined as the union of A and of the possibly empty set of all elements of d ∈ D such that
the 1-table of d is unique, i.e. TM [d0 ] 6= TM [d] for every d0 ∈ D such that d0 6= d. The set C (commonly
referred as the court) is the possibly empty set C = K ∪ {gi (d) | d ∈ K, i = 1, . . . , m}. The set S is defined
as TM [D] \ TM [C] where TM [D] is the set of all 1-tables of elements in D (and similarly for TM [C]). We
choose a function h on domain S that ranges on D such that TM [h(t)] = t.
The set D0 is defined as C ∪ (S × {1, . . . , m} × {0, 1, 2}). A model M0 on D0 for T is defined such that:
• TM0 [d1 , . . . , dk ] = TM [d1 , . . . , dk ] for d1 , . . . dk ∈ C, k ∈ N;
• TM0 [(t, i, j)] is t, for every (t, i, j) ∈ D0 \ C;
• if gi (h(t)) ∈ K then TM0 [(t, i, j), gi (h(t))] = TM [h(t), gi (h(t))];
3 We

here adopt the notation of [5]. The same notion is also called (atomic) k-type, for instance in [13].
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• if gi (h(t)) ∈
/ K then TM0 [(t, i, j), (TM (gi (h(t))), i, (j + 1) mod 3)] is equal to TM [h(t), gi (h(t)]
• if not yet defined TM0 [d01 , d02 ] is TM [d1 , d2 ], where di is chosen such that TM [di ] = TM0 [di ] (i = 1, 2).
The undefined interpretations are not relevant for interpreting the theory and can be arbitrarily defined.
The previous assignments are non-conflicting, i.e. 2-tables are never defined twice inconsistently.
Assume ∀x∀y ϕ(x, y) belongs to T . Then M0x/d0 ,y/d0 ϕ(x, y) = > since there exists d1 and d2 such that
1
2
TM [d1 , d2 ] = TM0 [d01 , d02 ]. It remains to prove that M0 is a model of every formula ∀x∃y ϕi (x, y) in T , or
equivalently, that for every d ∈ D0 , M0x/d is a model of ∃y ϕi (x, y):
• if d ∈ K, gi (d) ∈ C ⊆ D0 , and M0x/d,y/gi (d) is a model of ϕi (x, y);
• if d ∈ C \ K, if gi (d) ∈ C then M0x/d,y/gi (d) is a model of ϕi (x, y);
• if d ∈ C \ K, if gi (d) ∈
/ C then TM0 [d, (TM (gi (d)), i, 0)] = TM [d, gi (d)], and thus M0x/d,y/(TM (gi (d)),i,0)
is a model of ϕi (x, y);
• if d = (t, i, j) ∈ D0 \ C, if gi (h(t)) ∈ K then TM0 [(t, i, j), gi (h(t))] = TM [h(t), gi (h(t))], and thus
M0x/d,y/gi (h(t)) is a model of ϕi (x, y);
• if d = (t, i, j) ∈ D0 \C, if gi (h(t)) ∈
/ K then TM0 [(t, i, j), (TM (gi (h(t))), i, (j+1) mod 3)] = TM [h(t), gi (h(t)],
and thus M0x/d,y/(TM (gi (h(t))),i,(j+1) mod 3) is a model of ϕi (x, y).
Finally notice that D \ K is necessarily non-empty if |D| ≥ 2b + 1 + |A|. In the process of building M0 ,
any element (t, i, 0) may be duplicated, thus creating models of arbitrary size ≥ 3m 2b + (m + 1)|A| where
m is the number of formulas of the form ∀x∃y ϕ(x, y) in T .
Corollary 2.8. There exists a computable function f such that, for any finite theory T of FO2 , if T has a
model of some cardinality ≥ f (T ), then T has models for every cardinality ≥ f (T ).
Corollary 2.9. The class of finite theories of FO2 has the finite model property.
Corollary 2.10. The satisfiability problem for finite theories of FO2 is decidable.
Corollary 2.11. The spectrum of a finite theory of FO2 can be computed and expressed as a finite set of
naturals, or as the union of a finite set of naturals with the set of all the (finite or infinite) cardinalities
greater than a natural. The finite theories of FO2 are gentle.

2.7

An example

Assume that one wants to study the satisfiability of the simple example given in the introduction:
{a > 0, a < 2, a + b = 2, b > 0, A(f (a)), ¬C(f (b))}
in the combination of the theories
T1 = ∀x [(A(x) ∨ B(x)) ≡ (C(x) ∨ D(x))]
and T2 , where T2 is itself the combination of the theory of uninterpreted functions and linear arithmetic
over the integers. The theory T2 is decidable, and a decision procedure can be built using the standard
Nelson-Oppen scheme since both components are stably infinite. The domain of the models of T2 is always
the set of integers, thus all models have cardinality ℵ0 . The theory T1 belongs to the BSR, Löwenheim, and
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two-variables classes and is thus gentle.4 The third case of Theorem 2.3 is fulfilled. First, a separation is
built, to produce the equisatisfiable problem L1 ∪ L2 with
L1

= {A(t), ¬C(u)}

L2

= {a > 0, a < 2, a + b = 2, b > 0, t = f (a), u = f (b)}.

The set L1 ∪ L2 is T1 ∪ T2 -satisfiable if and only if there exists a T1 -model M1 for L1 and a T2 -model
M2 for L2 , such that M1 and M2 agree on which shared constant symbols (i.e. t and u) are equal, and
agree on cardinalities (Theorem 2.1). The first requirement is fulfilled by checking every arrangement of the
variables (here: t = u or t 6= u): {t 6= u} ∪ L2 is T2 -unsatisfiable, but {t = u} ∪ L1 and {t = u} ∪ L2 are
both satisfiable in their respective theory. It remains to check if it is possible for both models to agree on
cardinalities. The theory of integer linear arithmetic only accepts models of cardinality ℵ0 , therefore L1 ∪ L2
is T1 ∪ T2 -satisfiable if and only if T1 ∪ {t = u} ∪ L1 has a model of cardinality ℵ0 .
The theory T1 ∪ {t = u} ∪ L1 uses only one quantified variable, four predicate symbols (A, B, C, D),
and two constants (t, u). Using for instance the fact that this theory is a Löwenheim theory, one can use
Theorem 2.4 to check if it has an infinite model. The theory contains two constants, at most one “nested”
quantifier, and four unary predicates. If there is a model with cardinality 3 × 24 , then there is an infinite
model. It can easily be showed that T1 ∪ {t = u} ∪ L1 indeed accepts such a model with cardinality 48.
Similar bounds exist for BSR and two-variable theories, but unfortunately they are also large compared to
the size of this toy example.
There exists another criteria to check if a BSR theory has an infinite model. Indeed, a BSR theory
with n variables has an infinite model if and only if it has a n-repetitive model (see the full version of the
paper [10]). Checking if T1 ∪ {t = u} ∪ L1 has a 1-repetitive model simply amounts to check if T1 ∪ {t =
u} ∪ L1 ∪ {v 6= t, v 6= u} is satisfiable.
As a final remark, notice that the example used in this section encodes the set of formulas
{a > 0, a < 2, a + b = 2, b > 0, f (a) ∈ A, f (b) ∈
/ C, A ∪ B = C ∪ D}
in a language that combines integer linear arithmetic, uninterpreted function symbols, and elementary settheoretic operations. One motivation for the work reported in this paper is indeed to augment the languages
accepted by SMT solvers with certain operators on sets or relations, which can conveniently be represented
by BSR theories over their characteristic predicates.

2.8

Conclusion

In this chapter, we observed that one can express completely the spectrum, i.e. the set of the cardinalities
of the models, for Löwenheim theories, BSR theories, and finite theories in the two-variables fragment. We
characterise those theories as gentle. Gentle theories can be combined with almost any decidable theory,
including gentle theories, integer or real linear arithmetic, finite first-order theories, and some combinations
of these.
It remains to develop algorithmic techniques to make this combination work in practice. The results
presented here are prohibitively expensive, the finite cardinalities that guarantee the existence of an infinite
model grow very rapidly with the size of the theories. In that sense, the combination scheme presented in
this paper is really at the frontiers of combining decision procedures. It is certainly not practical to first
extract all cardinalities of the gentle theories in the combination, just like, in the Nelson-Oppen combination
scheme, it is not practical to check every arrangement one by one. Rather than guessing arrangements, SMT
solvers use, among other techniques, equality propagation. Equality propagation can thus be seen as the
negotiation of an arrangement. A practical way to agree on cardinality could also rely on negotiation. This
negotiation would often be trivial, for instance if one theory puts very strong constraints on cardinalities,
or if most theories are on the contrary very permissive. Another approach to handle the same classes of
4T

1

is also stably infinite, but we ignore this fact to illustrate the generic approach.
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theories can be found in [24]: it consists in reducing each part of the separation to a formula in a common
decidable language including Presbruger arithmetics; this approach has the drawback of being much more
complex, but as a counterpart the language handled is in some aspects much more expressive.
Usually, SMT solvers implement a combination of a fixed set of theories, which are known a priori,
and are also known to have the right properties according to cardinalities (typically, being stably infinite).
Here, we show that every theory in the major well-known first-order decidable classes can be integrated in
a combination. Since it can be shown that assertions over sets or relations and elementary set-theoretic
operations like ∪, ∩, etc. just introduce one more BSR theory in the combination, the problem remains
decidable even if this theory is not fixed a priori. We mainly target formal methods based on set theory
such as B [1] and TLA+ [15]. We believe that the results in this paper can help automating the proof of
some parts of the verification conditions, which often mix arithmetic symbols, uninterpreted functions, and
elementary set theory. Verification conditions generated within those formal methods are usually small and
should be most of the time within reach of a decision procedure, even if it is inefficient.
An interesting direction for further research is to investigate how to use the techniques embedded in
state-of-the-art first order provers (for instance [3, 18, 19]) to efficiently handle the first-order theories within
a combination of decision procedures.
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Chapter 3

Non-Disjoint Combination: The case
of a shared successor
3.1

Introduction

Satisfiability procedures for fragments of arithmetic and data structures such as lists, arrays, records, trees
are at the core of many state-of-the-art verification tools, and their design and correct implementation is a
hard task [BM07]. To overcome this difficulty, there is an obvious need for developing general and systematic
methods to build and to combine decision procedures. Two important approaches have been investigated,
based respectively on combination techniques and rewriting techniques.
The combination approach has been initiated in [NO79, Sho84] for the satisfiability problem. The motivation is to combine existing decision procedures known for some component theories in such a way that
the combined procedure provides a decision procedure for the union of theories. The combination method
introduced by Nelson-Oppen assumes that the component theories must have disjoint signatures, which
drastically limits its applicability. A general non-disjoint combination method has been recently proposed
in [Ghi04, GNZ08]. In this non-disjoint extension of Nelson-Oppen, the cooperation between the decision
procedures relies on their capabilities of computing logical consequences built over the shared signature.
The rewriting approach allows us to flexibly build satisfiability procedures [ARR03, ABRS09b] based
on a general calculus for automated deduction, namely the superposition calculus [NR01]. Hence, the
implementation of a satisfiability procedures becomes easy by using an (almost) off-the-shelf theorem prover
implementing the superposition calculus.
These two approaches are complementary for two main reasons. First, combination techniques allow us to
incorporate theories which are difficult to handle using rewriting techniques, such as fragments of arithmetic.
Second, rewriting techniques are of prime interest to design satisfiability procedures for finitely axiomatized
theories modelling the standard data structures. Then, these rewriting-based satisfiability procedures can
be efficiently plugged into the disjoint combination framework [KRRT05]. In some particular cases, the
rewriting approach is an alternative to the combination approach by allowing us to build superpositionbased satisfiability procedures for combinations of finitely axiomatized theories, including the theory of
Integer Offsets [ABRS09b, BE08], but these theories must be over disjoint signatures.
In this paper, we show how to apply a superposition calculus to build decision procedures that can be
plugged into the aforementioned non-disjoint combination framework. We focus on two particular shared
theories of counter arithmetic, namely the theory of Integer Offsets and the theory of Increment, where
a successor function satisfies some equational axioms like the injectivity and the acyclicity. We present a
superposition calculus dedicated to both the theories and we show the soundness of this new calculus for
several data structures enhanced with counting capabilities. The interest of combining counter arithmetic
and uninterpreted functions in verification is advocated in [BLS02], where uninterpreted functions are used
for abstracting data and the restricted form of arithmetic is sufficient to express counters and pointers,
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thanks to the successor function s and 0. For instance, we can consider (and combine) several theories of
lists:
i) On the one hand, we can use the classical axiomatization of lists à la LISP, using cons, car, cdr operators,
augmented with a length function ` defined as follows: `(cons(e, x)) = s(`(x)) and `(nil) = 0. In general,
lists are over arbitrary elements but we may use also lists over integer elements.
ii) On the other hand, we can consider lists defined as records with two fields, the first one for the list
itself, and the second one to store its length. Let us consider the operator rselecti to access to the i-th field
of a record, rcons(r, e) denotes the record obtained by adding an element e to the list of r, and rnil denotes
the record corresponding to the empty list, we have the following axiomatization:
rselect1 (rcons(r, e)) = cons(rselect1 (r), e)
rselect2 (rcons(r, e)) = s(rselect2 (r))

rselect1 (rnil) = nil
rselect2 (rnil) = 0

This theory of lists can be seen as a refinement of the first theory in which one has a direct access to its
“cardinality”. The combination framework presented in the paper can be applied to decide the satisfiability
of ground formulae expressed in the union of these two theories of lists (provided both theories use distinct
names for list operators). More generally, it allows us to decide the satisfiability problem in unions of some
data structures and some fragments of arithmetic, including the theory of linear arithmetic over the rationals.
To be effective, the combination framework relies on procedures able to compute the logical consequences
over the shared signature that are exchanged in the main loop of the method. A major contribution of this
paper is to build these procedures by using the given superposition calculus for data structures and some
classical solving techniques for fragments of arithmetic: Gauss/Fourier-Motzkin elimination and Groebner
bases computation.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic definitions and notations. In Section
3, we present several data structures and the two shared theories of counter arithmetic we are interested
in. We introduce in Section 4 a superposition calculus modulo both shared theories that can be turned into
a decision procedure for the considered data structures. Section 5 describes the non-disjoint combination
method that makes use of procedures for computing all the logical consequences over the shared signature to
be exchanged. In Section 6, we explain how to compute the required consequences by using the superposition
calculus developed for the data structures. In Section 7, we present two fragments of arithmetic. For
both fragments of arithmetic, we show how to compute the needed consequences by using respectively
Gauss/Fourier-Motzkin elimination and Groebner bases computation. Eventually, in Section 8, we conclude
with some final remarks.

3.2

Preliminaries

We consider a many-sorted language. A signature Σ is a set of sorts, functions and predicate symbols (each
endowed with the corresponding arity and sort). We assume that, for each sort s, the equality “=s ” is a
logical constant that does not occur in Σ and that is always interpreted as the identity relation over (the
interpretation of) s; moreover, as a notational convention, we will often omit the subscript and the symbol
./ will denote either = or 6=. The signature obtained from Σ by adding a set a of new constants (i.e., 0-ary
function symbols, each of them again equipped with its sort) is denoted by Σa and named a simple expansion
of Σ. Σ-atoms, Σ-literals, Σ-clauses, and Σ-formulae are defined in the usual way. A set of Σ-literals is called
a Σ-constraint. Terms, literals, clauses and formulae are called ground whenever no variable appears in them;
sentences are formulae in which free variables do not occur. Given a function symbol f , a f -rooted term is
a term whose top-symbol is f .
From the semantic side, we have the standard notion of a Σ-structure M: it consists of non-empty
pairwise disjoint domains Ms for every sort s and a sort- and arity-matching interpretation I of the function
and predicate symbols from Σ. The truth of a Σ-formula in M is defined in any of the standard ways. If
Σ0 ⊆ Σ is a subsignature of Σ and if M is a Σ-structure, the Σ0 -reduct of M is the Σ0 -structure M|Σ0
obtained from M by forgetting the interpretation of the symbols from Σ \ Σ0 .
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A collection of Σ-sentences is a Σ-theory, and a Σ-theory T admits quantifier elimination iff for every
formula ϕ(x) there is a quantifier-free formula (over the same free variables x) ϕ0 (x) such that T |= ϕ(x) ↔
ϕ0 (x). A Σ-theory T is convex if, for any set Γ of Σ-literals and any Σ-atoms α1 , . . . , αn , we have that
T |= Γ → (α1 ∨ · · · ∨ αn ) implies T |= Γ → αi for some i. In the following, all considered theories are convex.
In this paper, we are concerned with the (constraint) satisfiability problem for a theory T , also called the
T -satisfiability problem, which is the problem of deciding whether a Σ-constraint is satisfiable in a model of
T (and, if so, we say that the constraint is T -satisfiable). Notice that a constraint may contain variables:
since these variables may be equivalently replaced by free constants, we can reformulate the constraint
satisfiability problem as the problem of deciding whether a finite conjunction of ground literals in a simply
expanded signature Σa is true in a Σa -structure whose Σ-reduct is a model of T .

3.3

Theories

All the examples of data structures we are interested in involve also a successor function (denoted by s) that
satisfies the axioms formalizing the properties of injectivity and acyclicity.
Theories of Counter Arithmetic.
TS denotes the theory of Increment defining the behaviour of the successor function s and the constant 0.
TS has the mono-sorted signature ΣS := {0 : num, s : num → num}, and it is axiomatized as follows:
∀x, y s(x) = s(y) → x = y
∀x x 6= sn (x) for all n in N+
TI denotes the theory of Integer Offsets defined as the union of TS and {∀x s(x) 6= 0}.
In what follows, we will generically denote with TC , a theory for a counting operator, any theory in the
set {TS , TI }.
We consider below some theories T corresponding to standard data structures and we focus on the
constraint satisfiability problem for T ∪ TS and for T ∪ TI .
Lists.
TLS is a theory of lists endowed with length. The many-sorted signature of TLS is ΣS plus the set of
function symbols {nil : lists, car : lists → elem, cdr : lists → lists, cons : elem × lists →
lists, ` : lists → num} and the predicate symbol atom : lists. The axioms1 of TLS are:
car(cons(x, y)) = x
cdr(cons(x, y)) = y
`(nil) = 0
`(cons(x, y)) = s(`(y))

¬atom(x) → cons(car(x), cdr(x)) = x
¬atom(cons(x, y))
atom(nil)

0
The theory TLS
corresponds to a slight variant of TLS where the sort elem coincides with the sort
num. It is important to notice that, by applying some standard reasoning (see, e.g., [NRR09d]), we can
0
0
substitute TLS (resp. TLS
) with its subset of purely equational axioms, say TELS (resp. TELS
), and
0
enrich the set of ground literals G we want to test for satisfiability modulo TLS (resp. TLS ), to a set of
0
literals H in such a way that TLS ∪ G is equisatisfiable to TELS ∪ H (resp. TLS
∪ G is equisatisfiable
0
0
to TELS ∪ H). In this way we can still consider TLS and TLS as equational theories.
1 Here

and in the following, all the axioms should be considered as universally quantified.
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Records.
TRS denotes a theory of records with increment defined as follows. We consider records in which all the
attribute identifiers are associated to the sort num or to sorts elemi , and suppose we want to be able
to increment by a unity every value of sort num stored into the record. To formalize this situation, the
signature of TRS is ΣS plus the function symbols defined as follows. Let Id = {id1 , id2 , . . . , idn } be a
set of attribute identifiers idi associated to num or elemi . Let N I be the set of elements i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
such that idi is associated to num, and let N I be {1, . . . , n}\N I. Let us name rec the sort of records;
for every attribute identifier id1 , id2 , . . . , idn we have a couple of functions rselecti : rec → num and
rstorei : rec × num → rec for i ∈ N I; rselecti : rec → elemi and rstorei : rec × elemi → rec for
i ∈ N I. Moreover, there is also an increment function incr : rec → rec that increments the elements
of sort num. The axioms of TRS are:
for every i, j such that 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, i 6= j
rselecti (rstorei (x, y)) = y
rselectj (rstorei (x, y))
n
∧i=1 (rselecti (x) = rselecti (y))
for any i ∈ N I,
for any i ∈ N I,

= rselectj (x)
→x=y

(extensionality)

rselecti (incr(x)) = s(rselecti (x))
rselecti (incr(x)) = rselecti (x)

0
The theory TRS
denotes the particular case where all elements of records are of sort num, i.e. N I = ∅.
Moreover, following the same argument used in [ABRS09b], it is possible to check the satisfiability
forgetting the extensionality axioms, so that, again, the theory of records can be still considered as an
equational one.

Trees.
TBS corresponds to a theory of binary trees endowed with size functions. The many-sorted signature of
TBS is ΣS plus the set of function symbols {bin : elem × trees × trees → trees, null : trees, sizeL :
trees → num, sizeR : trees → num}. The axioms of TBS are:
sizeL (null) = 0
sizeL (bin(e, t1 , t2 )) = s(sizeL (t1 ))

sizeR (null) = 0
sizeR (bin(e, t1 , t2 )) = s(sizeR (t2 ))

The function sizeL (resp. sizeR ) computes the length of the left (resp. right) branch of the input binary
tree.
0
The theory TBS
denotes the particular case where elem and num coincide.
0
0
0
}.
, TBS , TBS
Let DST be the set of theories {TLS , TLS
, TRS , TRS

3.4

Superposition Calculus as Decision Procedure

Recent literature has focused on the possibility of using the superposition calculus in order to decide the
satisfiability of ground formulae modulo the theory of Integer Offsets and some disjoint extensions [ABRS09b,
BE08]. Contrary to those papers, we are interested in a superposition-based calculus in order to cope with
non-disjoint extensions of a theory endowed with a counting operator and that constraints the successor
symbol by additional axioms.
Let us consider the axiomatization of a theory for a counting operator as formalized in Section 3.3, i.e.
let us consider the axioms of TS or the axioms of TI . Our aim is to develop a calculus able to take into
account those axioms into a framework based on superposition. Thus, let us consider a presentation of the
superposition calculus specialized for reasoning over sets of literals, whose rules are described in Figures 3.1
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and 3.2, augmented with the four additional rules over ground terms contained in Figure 3.3. The aim of the
rules presented in the latter picture is to encode, directly into the calculus, the axioms of the theory for the
counting operator. In the side conditions of rules, we use a reduction ordering  which is total on ground
terms.
Superposition
Paramodulation
Reflection

l[u0 ] = r u = t
(l[t] = r)σ
l[u0 ] 6= r u = t
(l[t] 6= r)σ
u0 6= u
⊥

(i), (ii)
(i), (ii)

where σ is the most general unifier of u and u0 , u0 is not a variable in Superposition and
Paramodulation, L is a literal and the following hold:
(i) uσ 6 tσ, (ii) l[u0 ]σ 6 rσ.

Figure 3.1: Expansion Inference Rules.
Definition 3.1. Let SP I be the calculus depicted in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Let SP S be the calculus
obtained from SP I by removing the rule C1. Let TC be the generic name for a theory chosen between TI and
TS and, analogously, let SP C be the generic name for a calculus chosen between SP I and SP S .
Let us adapt the standard definition of derivation to the calculus we are interested in:
Definition 3.2. A derivation (δ) with respect to SP C is a (finite or infinite) sequence of sets of literals
S1 , S2 , S3 , . . . , Si , . . . such that, for every i, it happens that:
(i) Si+1 is obtained from Si adding a literal obtained by the application of one of the rules in Figures 3.1,
3.2 and 3.3 (Figure 3.3 without C1 in case we are considering SP S ) to some literals in Si ;
(ii) Si+1 is obtained from Si removing a literal according to one of the rules in Figures 3.2 or to the rule
R1 or R2.
If we focus on the rules of Simplification, R1 and R2, we notice that the effects of the application of any
of these rules involve two steps in the derivation: in the former a new literal is added, and in the latter a
literal is deleted.
If S is a set of literals, let GS be the set of all the ground instances of S. A literal L is said to
be redundant with respect to a set of literals S if, for all the ground instances Lσ of L, it happens that
{E | E ∈ GS & E < Lσ} |= Lσ. We notice that in our derivations only redundant literals are deleted:
Fact If in a derivation Si+1 is equal to Si \ {L}, then L is redundant with respect to Si .
Proof. The claim above is well known if Si+1 is obtained from Si applying one of the rules in Figure 3.2,
and it follows immediately in the case we are applying R1 or R2.
S
So, as usual, we label with S∞ the set of literals generated
during a derivation δ (in symbols, S∞ = i Si ),
S T
and with Sω the set of persistent literals of δ: Sω = i j>i Sj . We adopt the standard definition for a rule
π of the calculus being redundant with respect to a set of clauses S whenever, for every ground instance of
the rule πσ, it happens that {E | E ∈ GS & E < Cm σ} |= Dσ, where Cm σ is the maximal clause in the
antecedent, and Dσ is the consequent of the rule. According to this definition, a derivation w.r.t. SP I is
fair if, for every literal L1 , L2 , . . . , Lm ∈ Sω , every rule that has L1 , . . . , Lm as premises is redundant w.r.t.
S∞ .
Suppose now to take into account a fair derivation δ. We notice that, if a literal L is added at a certain
step of the derivation, say Si+1 , then L is either a logical consequence of some literals in Si , or it is a
consequence of some literals in Si and the axioms of the theory TC .
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Subsumption
Simplification
Deletion

S ∪ {L, L0 }
S ∪ {L}
S ∪ {L[l0 ], l = r}
S ∪ {L[rϑ], l = r}
S ∪ {t = t}
S

if Lϑ ≡ L0 for some substitution ϑ
if l0 ≡ lϑ, rϑ ≺ lϑ, and
(lϑ = rϑ) ≺ L[lϑ]

where L and L0 are literals and S is a set of literals.

Figure 3.2: Contraction Inference Rules.

R1
R2
C1
C2

S ∪ {s(u) = s(v)}
S ∪ {u = v}
S ∪ {s(u) = t, s(v) = t}
S ∪ {s(v) = t, u = v}
S ∪ {s(t) = 0}
S ∪ {s(t) = 0} ∪ ⊥
S ∪ {sn (t) = t}
S ∪ {sn (t) = t} ∪ ⊥

if u and v are ground terms
if u, v and t are ground terms and s(u)  t,
s(v)  t and u  v
if t is a ground term
if t is a ground term and n ∈ N

where S is a set of literals and ⊥ is the symbol for the inconsistency.

Figure 3.3: Ground reduction Inference Rules.
Proposition 3.1. If the set of persistent literals Sω contains ⊥, then Sω is unsatisfiable in any model of
TC .
On the other hand, we notice that the reduction rules we can apply during the derivation satisfy the
general requirements about the redundancy.
Proposition 3.2. If the set of persistent literals Sω does not contain ⊥, then Sω is satisfiable.
What remains to show is that this calculus is refutationally complete with respect to the models of TC
(namely the structures in which the function s is injective, acyclic and such that 0 does not belong to the
image of s in case TC is TI ).
Remark 3.1. Since the satisfiability of Sω is equivalent to the satisfiability of S∞ , and since the satisfiability
of each step Si+1 in the derivation implies the satisfiability of Si , we have in particular that if Sω is satisfiable,
then S0 is satisfiable. Moreover, it is immediate to check that the unsatisfiability in the models of TC of Sω
implies the unsatisfiability of S0 in the same class of structures. So, in case it happens that the calculus
described in Figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 (Figure 3.3 minus C1 in case TC is TS ) is refutationally complete, we
can proceed as usual when considering procedures based on saturation methods: an initial set of literals S0
will be satisfiable (in a model of TC ) if and only if its saturation Sω does not contain ⊥.

3.4.1

Completeness

From now on, we assume that the ordering we consider when performing any application of SP C is s-good :
Definition 3.3. We say that an ordering  over terms on a signature containing ΣI is s-good whenever it
satisfies the following requirements:
(i)  is a simplification ordering that is total on ground terms;
(ii) 0 is minimal;
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(iii) whenever two terms t1 and t2 are not s-rooted it happens that sn1 (t1 )  sn2 (t2 ) iff either t1  t2 or
(t1 ≡ t2 and n1 is bigger than n2 ).
A few remarks are in order. The requirement (i) is a very standard requirement over the ordering
used when considering superposition-based calculi; requirement (iii) plays a key role in the proof of the
refutational completeness of SP C ; finally, requirement (ii) is not strictly necessary when focusing on the
refutational completeness of SP S . In any case, it is very easy to obtain an ordering that satisfies (i)-(iii): for
example, it is sufficient to choose a LPO with an appropriate precedence on the symbols in the signature.
Proposition 3.3. Assuming s-good ordering  over terms, if the set of persistent literals Sω satisfies the
following assumptions:
• Sω does not contain ⊥,
• Sω does not contain equations whose maximal term is a variable of sort num, and s-rooted terms can
be maximal just in ground equations.
then Sω is satisfiable in a model of TC .
Proof. By Proposition 3.2 we know that if ⊥ is not derived, then it is possible to build a model M that
satisfies all the literals contained in the limit of the derivation, Sω . We can build such a model M adapting
to our case the so called model-generation technique [BG94]. By assumption, Sω contains only literals, so
M will be built over the Herbrand universe relying upon a convergent rewriting system R defined as follows:
suppose S
that R≤D has already been defined for every ground literal D in GSω such that D < L, and let
R<L := {R≤D | D ∈ GSω & D < L}. R≤L is equal to R<L ∪ {l → r} if
i) C is l = r;

ii) l is in normal form with respect to R<C ;

iii) l > r.

If any of the above condition is not satisfied, then R≤L := R<L .
Thus, given two ground terms t1 and t2 , M |= t1 = t2 if and only if t1 ↓R = t2 ↓R .
What remains to show is that the model so obtained is a structure that satisfies also the axioms of TC .
In the following, we will call OGSω the set of all ground literals that are contained in Sω . Notice that
in OGSω both the left and the right side of the literals are inter-reduced. Indeed, by contradiction, suppose
that t = s is in OGSω and that there exists a rule l → r in R that is able to reduce (say) t. l → r is a
ground instance of some equation in Sω , that means that the rule Simplification should have been applied,
deleting thus t = r in Sω .
We have to prove now that in M the followings are true: the axioms for the injectivity of (the interpretation of) s, its acyclicity and, in case TC is TI , the fact that (the interpretation of) 0 does not belong to
the image of s.
1) ∀x, y s(x) = s(y) → x = y
By contradiction, let us suppose that there exist two terms t1 and t2 such that s(t1 ) ↓R = s(t2 ) ↓R but
such that t1 ↓R 6= t2 ↓R . Without loss of generality, we can choose such a pair minimal with respect to
the componentwise order over pairs induced by the ordering over the terms. By minimality and by the
fact that R is convergent, we can suppose that both t1 and t2 are irreducible. This latter assumption
implies that there exist rules in R such that s(t1 ) → r →∗ z and s(t2 ) →∗ z. Since the rule s(t1 ) → r
belongs to R, the literal s(t1 ) = r belongs to GSω . More precisely, it belongs to OGSω , since in Sω there
is no non-ground literal that allows to rewrite terms whose root symbol is s. Now two cases are possible:
• either s(t2 ) is irreducible by R. Then s(t2 ) ≡ z, and, by the fact that r is irreducible, we obtain
that r ≡ s(t2 ). Therefore, OGSω contains the equation s(t1 ) = s(t2 ), that is impossible since an
application of the rule R1 would have deleted it and replaced with t1 = t2 ;
• or there is a term r0 and a rule s(t2 ) → r0 such that s(t2 ) → r0 →∗ z. Again, the equation
s(t2 ) = r0 belongs to OGSω , implying that r0 is irreducible. As a consequence r ≡ r0 . Again, we
have a contradiction because an application of the rule R2 would have been possible, deleting (say)
s(t1 ) = r and substituting it with t1 = t2 .
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2) sn (t) 6= t for all the terms t and for all the naturals n ∈ N
By contradiction, there exists a ground term t and a natural m such that sm (t) ↓R t. We can choose t as
the least ground term with that property; by minimality, we have that t is irreducible. Thus it happens
that sm (t) → r1 →∗ t, where sm (t) reduces to a term r1 thanks to an application of a rule of the kind
sm1 (t) → r that comes from the equation sm1 (t) = r in OGSω , because only the equations that are in
OGSω can reduce terms whose root symbol is s. Since t is irreducible, we must have m1 > 0; moreover
r is not s-rooted since, otherwise, R1 would be applied, deleting thus sm1 (t) = r. Since r is not s-rooted
and by the requirement over , sm1 (t)  r implies that t  r. More in detail, w.l.o.g. we can suppose
that t ≡ sn (t0 ), where t0 is not s-rooted. Due to the requirement over  and the fact that r is not s-rooted,
we have for every k in N, sk (t0 )  r iff t0  r. In particular, t ≡ sn (t0 )  r implies that t0  r. Now we
know that sm (t) → sm−m1 (r) →∗ t; but then sm−m1 (r)  t ≡ sn (t0 ). Again, sm−m1 (r)  sn (t0 ) iff either
r  t0 , that cannot be since t0  r, or r ≡ t0 and m − m1 ≥ n. But, if r ≡ t0 , the equation sm1 (t) = r in
OGSω becomes sm1 +n (t0 ) = t0 , and, at this point, an application of the rule C2 would have added ⊥.
At this point, the proof is concluded in case we consider SP S ; in case we consider SP I there is a last
axiom to verify:
3) ∀x s(x) 6= 0
By contradiction again, let us suppose that there exists a ground term s(t) such that s(t) ↓R 0. Again, we
can choose such as t the least ground term that satisfies that property; that implies that t is irreducible.
By the ordering over terms we have that 0 is irreducible, so the relation s(t) ↓R 0 can be rewritten as
s(t) → r →∗ 0 for some ground term r. The rule s(t) → r comes from the equation s(t) = r that belongs
to OGSω thus, since r is irreducible, r ≡ 0. But, if the equation s(t) = 0 had been in OGSω , then the
application of the rule C1 would have added ⊥.

Collecting all the results obtained so far, we can conclude that:
Theorem 3.1. Let T be a Σ-theory presented as a finite set of unit clauses such that Σ ⊇ ΣS , and assume to
put an ordering over terms that is s-good. SP C induces a decision procedure for the constraint satisfiability
problem w.r.t. T ∪ TC if, for any set G of ground literals:
• the saturation of Ax(T ) ∪ G w.r.t. SP C is finite,
• the saturation of Ax(T ) ∪ G w.r.t. SP C does not contain non-ground equations whose maximal term
is s-rooted, or equations whose maximal term is a variable of sort num.
In [NRR09d, NRR09c], we have shown that conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisfied for all theories in
DST .
Corollary 3.1. For any T ∈ DST , SP S induces a decision procedure for the constraint satisfiability problem
w.r.t. T ∪ TS and, analogously, for any T ∈ DST , SP I induces a decision procedure for the constraint
satisfiability problem w.r.t. T ∪ TI

3.5

Non-Disjoint Combination of Theories

We have presented some theories modeling data structures, and we have shown how an appropriate superposition calculus can provide a flexible decision procedure for the constraint satisfiability problem w.r.t. these
theories. It would be interesting to reuse such procedures in order to obtain an algorithm able to cope with
the constraint satisfiability problem w.r.t. the union of the theories in DST , and so, to this aim, we will rely
on a general method for the combination of satisfiability procedures for unions of non-disjoint theories. This
method extends the Nelson-Oppen combination method known for unions of signature-disjoint theories, and
leads to the following result:
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Theorem 3.2. [GNZ08] Consider two theories T1 , T2 in signatures Σ1 , Σ2 and suppose that:
1. both T1 , T2 have decidable constraint satisfiability problem;
2. there exists some universal theory T0 in the signature Σ1 ∩ Σ2 such that:
• T1 , T2 are both T0 -compatible;
• T0 is Noetherian;
• T1 , T2 are both effectively Noetherian extensions of T0 .
Then the (Σ1 ∪ Σ2 )-theory T1 ∪ T2 also has decidable constraint satisfiability problem.
Let us motivate the requirements of Theorem 3.2. The disjointness assumption used by Nelson-Oppen is
replaced by the condition that the component theories are both compatible with a common sub-theory. The
requirement of T0 -compatibility on T1 and T2 is the key condition in order to ensure the completeness of the
combination procedure. The requirement of Noetherianity of T0 is a sufficient hypothesis for the termination
of the combination procedure. Finally, asking the theories to be “effectively Noetherian extensions” is a
sufficient condition for designing a combination procedure that works à la Nelson-Oppen by exchanging
logical consequences on the shared signature Σ1 ∪ Σ2 until a fixpoint is reached. Let us enter now more into
details.
Definition 3.4 (T0 -compatibility). Let T be a theory in the signature Σ and let T0 be a universal theory in
a subsignature Σ0 ⊆ Σ. We say that T is T0 -compatible iff T0 ⊆ T and there is a Σ0 -theory T0∗ such that
(i) T0 ⊆ T0? ;
(ii) T0? has quantifier elimination;
(iii) every Σ0 -constraint which is satisfiable in a model of T0 is satisfiable also in a model of T0? ;
(iv) every Σ-constraint which is satisfiable in a model of T is satisfiable also in a model of T0? ∪ T .
These requirements are a generalization of the stable infiniteness requirement of the Nelson-Oppen combination procedure: in fact, if T0 is the empty theory in the empty signature, T0? is the theory axiomatizing
an infinite domain, so that (iii) holds trivially and (iv) is precisely stable infiniteness.
Example 3.1. TI is a universal theory such that a needed TI? exists: indeed, if we add to TI the axiom
∀x(x 6= 0 → ∃y x = s(y)), we obtain a theory TI? that admits quantifier elimination (see, e.g. [End72])
and such that every constraint that is satisfiable in a model of TI is satisfiable also in a model of TI? . To
justify the last claim, it is sufficient to observe that each model of TI can be extended to a model of TI simply
by adding recursively to each element different from (the interpretation of ) 0 a “predecessor”. Since this
operation does not affect the truth of any constraint, we obtain that the condition (iii) is satisfied.
Now, for any theory T ⊇ TI over a signature Σ ⊇ ΣI , the TI -compatibility requirement simply reduces
to the following condition: every constraint Γ that is satisfiable in a model of T must be satisfiable also in a
model of T ∪ ∀x(x 6= 0 → ∃y x = s(y)).
Example 3.2. Naturally, also TS is a universal theory; moreover, adapting the quantifier elimination procedure useful in the case of the previous Example 3.1, it is easy to show that the theory TS? := TS ∪ (∀x∃y x =
s(y)) admits quantifier elimination (req. (ii)), and satisfies again the requirement (iii): indeed, every constraint that is satisfiable in a model of TS is satisfiable also in a model of TS? (again it is sufficient to endow
each element in a model of TS of a “predecessor”). Now, for any theory T ⊇ TS over a signature Σ ⊇ ΣS ,
the requirement (iii) simply means that the satisfiability problem has the same answer in the models of T
and in the models of T ∪ {∀x∃y x = s(y)}.
Our combination method makes use of satisfiability procedures having the capability of deducing logical
consequences over the shared signature. In order to ensure the termination when deducing those logical
consequences, we rely on Noetherian theories. Intuitively, a theory is Noetherian if there exists only a finite
number of atoms that are not redundant when reasoning modulo T0 .
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Definition 3.5 (Noetherian Theory). A Σ0 -theory T0 is Noetherian if and only if for every finite set of free
constants a, every infinite ascending chain
Θ1 ⊆ Θ2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Θn ⊆ · · ·
a

of sets of ground Σ0 -atoms is eventually constant modulo T0 , i.e. there is an n such that T0 ∪ Θn |= A, for
every natural number m and atom A ∈ Θm .
Example 3.3. Many examples of Noetherian theories come from the formalization of algebraic structures,
but an interesting class of Noetherian theories consists in all the theories whose signature contains only
constants and one unary function symbol [GNRZ07, Zuc08]. Thus, both the theories of Integer Offsets TI
and of Increment TS enjoy this property.
Let us consider now a theory T ⊇ T0 with signatures Σ ⊇ Σ0 , and suppose we want to discover, given
an arbitrary set of ground clauses Θ over Σ, a “complete set” of logical positive consequences of Θ over Σ0 ,
formalized by the notion of T0 -basis.
Definition 3.6 (T0 -basis). Given a finite set Θ of ground clauses (built out of symbols from Σ and possibly
further free constants) and a finite set of free constants a, a T0 -basis modulo T for Θ w.r.t. a is a set ∆ of
a
positive ground Σ0 -clauses such that
(i) T ∪ Θ |= C, for all C ∈ ∆ and
a

(ii) if T ∪ Θ |= C then T0 ∪ ∆ |= C, for every positive ground Σ0 -clause C.
Notice that in the definition of a basis we are interested only in positive ground clauses: the exchange
of positive information is sufficient to ensure the completeness of the resulting procedure. The interest in
Noetherian theories lies in the fact that, for every set of Σ-clauses Θ and for every set a of constants, a
finite T0 -basis for Θ w.r.t. a always exists. Unfortunately, a basis for a Noetherian theory needs not to be
computable; this motivates the following definition corresponding to the last hypothesis of Theorem 3.2:
Definition 3.7. A theory T is an effectively Noetherian extension of T0 if and only if T0 is Noetherian and
a T0 -basis modulo T is computable for every set of literals and every finite set a of free constants.
In the following we will show how to discover theories that are effectively Noetherian extensions of the
theory of Integer Offsets TI and of the theory of Increment TS . More in detail, we will see that the calculus
SP C can compute TC -bases in interesting cases.

3.6
3.6.1

Combining Data Structures
TC -Compatibility

Being for a theory T ⊇ TI a TI -compatible theory means that every constraint that is satisfiable w.r.t. T
is satisfiable also in a model in which the axiom ∀x(x 6= 0 → ∃y x = s(y)) holds. To see that actually
it is the case for all the theories considered in Section 3.3, it is sufficient to check that any model of that
theories can always be extended, if needed, by adding recursively to each element that is different from (the
interpretation of) 0 its predecessor and, in case it is needed, modifying accordingly the remaining part of the
structure; and to check that this enlargement does not affect the validity both of the constraints that are
verified in the structure and of the axioms of the theory. More details can be found in [NRR09d]. On the
other hand, being for a theory T ⊇ TS a TS -compatible theory means that every constraint that is satisfiable
w.r.t. T is satisfiable also in a model in which the axiom ∀x∃y x = s(y) holds. Again, it is easy to see
that the TS -compatibility requirements holds again for all the theories considered in Section 3.3, because the
potential adjunction of predecessors to elements in the (interpretation of the) sort num does not affect the
satisfiability of constraints.
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3.6.2

Computing TC -Bases for Data Structures

In this section we show that the superposition calculus SP C allows us to build TC -bases modulo theories
that are axiomatized by unit clauses.
Assume that G(a, b) is a set of ground literals over an expansion of Σ with the finite sets of fresh constants
a, b. The theory T ∪ TC is convex because it is a Horn theory. At this point, Proposition 3.4 shows how SP C
can be used in order to derive TC -bases.
Proposition 3.4. Let Sω be a finite saturation of T ∪ G(a, b) w.r.t SP C using a s-good ordering over the
a
terms in the signature Σ ∪ {a, b} such that (i) every term over the subsignature ΣS is smaller than any term
that contains a symbol in (Σ \ ΣS ) ∪ {b}, (ii) not containing ⊥, and such that (iii) s-rooted terms can be
maximal just in ground equations in Sω and (iv) variables of sort num are never the maximal term in the
a
equations. The set ∆(a) of all the ground equations over ΣS in Sω is a TC -basis for T .
Proof. Let us consider only the case of TS . Suppose that T ∪ TS ∪ G(a, b) |= l = r, being l = r a ground
a
equation over ΣS . We want to show that already TS ∪ ∆(a) |= l = r.
A saturation of Ax(T ) ∪ G(a, b) ∪ {l 6= r} under SP S is equal to a saturation of Sω ∪ {l 6= r}. Since Sω
contains neither ⊥, nor non-ground equations whose maximal term is s-rooted, nor equations whose maximal
term is a variable of sort num, the only way to derive ⊥ is by reducing l 6= r via equations from ∆(a): indeed,
l 6= r is defined on the signature s∪0∪a and, at this point, recalling also our choice of the reduction ordering,
no equation in Sω containing a symbol different from s, 0, a, i.e. no equation out of ∆(a), can be used to
rewrite a term on signature s, 0, a.
Thus it follows that the saturation of Sω ∪ {l 6= r} will add only ground literals to Sω , or ⊥. In any case,
the saturation still satisfies all the requirements in order to apply Theorem 3.1, and so we have the following
chain of implications: T ∪ TS ∪ G(a, b) |= l = r iff the saturation of Ax(T ) ∪ G(a, b) ∪ {l 6= r} under SP S
contains ⊥, iff saturation of ∆(a) ∪ {l 6= r} under SP S contains ⊥, iff TS ∪ ∆(a) |= l = r. The hypothesis
that Sω is finite guarantees that also ∆(a) is finite, i.e. ∆(a) is really a TS -basis for T . The case for TI
follows from the same argument.
Corollary 3.2. For any T ∈ DST , SP S is able to compute TS -bases for T ∪ TS . Analogously, for any
T ∈ DST , SP I is able to compute TI -bases for T ∪ TI .

3.6.3

Applying the Combination Method

In Section 3.3, we have pointed out that both the theory of Increment TS and the theory of Integer Offsets
are Noetherian, in Examples 3.1 and 3.2 and in Section 3.6.1 we have also shown that all the theories for the
data structures we have introduced in Section 3.3 are TI and TS -compatible; Section 3.6.2 describes how to
compute TI and TS -bases modulo the theories for the considered data structures. Hence, all the hypotheses
of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. As a consequence, we have the following decidability result.
Theorem 3.3. For any Σ1 -theory T1 ∈ DST and any Σ2 -theory T2 ∈ DST such that Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ΣS ,
T1 ∪ TI ∪ T2 and T1 ∪ TS ∪ T2 have decidable constraint satisfiability problems.

3.7

Combining Fragments of Arithmetic

In the previous sections we have shown how to integrate a limited form of reasoning about arithmetic
constraints when dealing with theories formalizing data structures. Nonetheless, it would be useful also to
enlarge the expressiveness on the arithmetic in order to be able to reason also about, e.g., the comparison
between two quantities (`(a) < `(b)), or non-linear relations (size(t1 ) · size(t2 ) = size(t3 )). A very natural
solution could be the cooperation between the procedures developed in this paper with the algorithms
already available in the literature (and in the current practice) that are able to reason about fragments of
arithmetic. Formally, we are required to deal with satisfiability problems in the union of theories. Moreover,
since the formalization of the data structures involve some arithmetic symbols, namely 0 and s, we will have
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to deal with a non-disjoint union. In the following, we will restrict our attention to two convex fragments of
arithmetic: the linear rational arithmetic and the theory of Q-algebras. In these theories, the interpretation
of the successor function symbol s coincides with the translation of one unit. For that reason, the axioms in
the theory TI that requires the 0 to be not the successor of anything doesn’t make sense. Thus, from now
on, we will consider, as theory for a counting operator, only TS .

3.7.1

Theory of Linear Rational Arithmetic

A very natural extension of the theory of Increment is the linear arithmetic over the rationals. In more
detail, let us fix the signature over the sort num ΣQ := {0, 1, +, −, {fq }q∈Q , s, <}, where 0, 1 are constants,
−, fq , s are unary function symbols, + is a binary one and < is a binary predicate symbol. Let TQ be the
set of all the ΣQ -sentences that are true in Q considered as an ordered Q-vector space, under the obvious
convention that 0, 1, −, +, < are interpreted in their intended meaning, s is the function that to each rational
q associates the rational q + 1, and the fq ’s represent the external product of the Q-vector spaces.
We can observe that in all the models of TQ the function for the successor function symbol s has an explicit
definition using only the symbol 1 and +, since TQ |= ∀x, y (y = s(x) ↔ y = x + 1). This observation can
be useful in order to rewrite all the formulae over ΣQ discarding the symbol s.
Decision Procedure
To build a TQ -satisfiability procedure, a possible solution is to transform equalities and disequalities into
inequalities and then to apply the Fourier-Motzkin elimination procedure for checking the satisfiability of
the resulting set of inequalities. But for efficiency reasons, it is more convenient to keep the initial form of
literals. Moreover, we are interested in a decision procedure enhanced with the capability of computing some
particular entailed equalities. To this aim, we use the notions of solver and canonizer introduced by Shostak
[Sho84]. A solver (solve) for TQ computes a solved form (an idempotent substitution) of a set of equalities
given by the Gauss elimination procedure, and a canonizer (canon) for TQ is the classical normalization
of arithmetic expressions (assuming an ordering over free constants). Any set of literals denoted by Γ is
partitioned into a set of equalities Γ= , a set of disequalities Γ6= and a set of inequalities Γ≤ . Disequalities are
processed in an easy way by using the fact that TQ is convex. To handle inequalities, we use Fourier-Motzkin
elimination to derive (1) unsatisfiable inequalities q ≤ 0 where q is a strictly positive rational and (2) implicit
equalities. The use of Fourier-Motzkin is justified by results stated in [LM92a, LM92b] for the case of the
reals. These results hold also when the rationals are considered:
• An inequality s ≤ t in Γ≤ is an implicit equality, which means TQ |= Γ≤ → s = t, iff it appears in a
derivation computed by Fourier-Motzkin leading to the inequality 0 ≤ 0.
• If an equality is entailed by Γ≤ , then it is entailed by the implicit equalities of Γ≤ .
A TQ -satisfiability procedure can be obtained by using the following architecture:
GE (Gauss) The solver is applied to compute a solved form γ for the set of equalities. The substitution γ
is applied to disequalities and inequalities.
DH (Disequalities Handler) If there exists some disequality s 6= t such that canon(s) = canon(t), then
the unsatisfiability is reported.
FME (Fourier-Motzkin) Provided that Gauss does not apply, Fourier-Motzkin is used to derive unsatisfiable (ground) inequalities or implicit equalities. Fourier-Motzkin eliminates successively the variables
occurring in the inequalities. Eventually, if it derives an inequality q ≤ 0 such that q is a strictly positive rational, then the unsatisfiability is reported. If it derives an inequality 0 ≤ 0, then the implicit
equalities used in the derivation of 0 ≤ 0 are sent to GE.
This procedure is terminating because neither GE nor FME introduces new variables and GE strictly
decreases the number of unsolved variables.
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3.7.2

Theory of Q-Algebras

We can consider now another extension of the theory of Increment, namely we can see TS as subtheory of
the theory of (non-degenerate) Q-algebras. More in detail, we fix as a signature ΣQ-alg the set consisting of
the constants 0, 1, the two binary function symbols +, ×, the unary function symbols − and the Q-indexed
family of unary function symbols fq . As a notational convention, of course we use the infix notation for +
and write qv, v1 v2 for fq (v), ×(v1 , v2 ), respectively. The theory of Q-algebras, denoted by TQ-alg , is described
using the axioms of abelian groups for + (stating the associativity, the commutativity of +, the existence
of the inverse −v for each v and the fact that 0 is the unity of +), the axioms of abelian monoids for ×
(asserting the associativity and the commutativity of ×, and that 1 is the unity of ×), the fact that 0 is
different from 1 and the other six axioms relating the behaviour of + and ×
for every q, q1 and q2 in Q
∀x, y, z (x + y)z = xz + yz

(3.1)

∀x, y q(x + y) = qx + qy

(3.2)

∀x (q1 ⊕ q2 )x = q1 x + q2 x

(3.3)

∀x (q1 · q2 )x = q1 (q2 x)

(3.4)

∀x 1Q x = x

(3.5)

∀x, y q(xy) = x(qy)

(3.6)

where ⊕ and · are respectively the sum and multiplication operation in Q, and 1Q is the multiplicative
unit of Q.
Again, the symbol s admits in TQ-alg the explicit definition as in the previous example: we have TQ-alg |=
∀x, y (y = s(x) ↔ y = x + 1). Injectivity of s is guaranteed by the group structure (i.e., it holds TQ-alg |=
∀x, y (x + 1 = y + 1 ↔ x = y)), and the acyclicity of s is guaranteed by the fact that 1 6= 0 and by the axiom
(3.4).
Decision Procedure
a

Given a set a of n fresh constants, the ground atoms over ΣQ-alg are polynomials in at most n indeterminates
whose normalized representation is of the kind p(a) = 0. Given the convexity of TQ-alg , the constraint satisfiability problem in TQ-alg is just the problem of deciding whether an equation p(a) = 0 is a logical consequence
of a finite number of equations {p1 (a) = 0, . . . , pm (a) = 0}. Since the polynomial ring Q[a1 , . . . , an ] is the
free Q-algebra over n generators, this problem is equivalent to the membership of the polynomial p to the
ideal hp1 , . . . , pm i generated by the polynomials p1 , . . . , pm . The Buchberger algorithm solves the problem
by computing the Groebner basis associated to the ideal hp1 , . . . , pm i [Buc76].

3.7.3

Computing TS -bases for Fragments of Arithmetic

In this section we will show how to derive TS -bases when we consider the theory TQ and the theory TQ-alg .
First of all, we recall that both TQ and TQ-alg are convex theories and we will see that, in both the cases,
given a set of atoms, the respective decision procedures are able to derive a “representative set” of the linear
equalities, i.e. equalities in the shape q1 x1 + · · · + qn xn = 0, qi ∈ Q, that are implied.
Our aim is, at that point, to describe a procedure that, given a generic constraint over ΣQ (resp. ΣQ-alg ),
a
say Γ, is able to derive a set of ground atoms over an expansion ΣS , say ∆, such that TQ ∪ Γ |= ∆ (resp.
a
TQ-alg ∪ Γ |= ∆), and such that, for every ΣS -atom e it holds that TQ ∪ Γ |= e iff TS ∪ ∆ |= e (resp.
TQ-alg ∪ Γ |= e iff TS ∪ ∆ |= e).
We start by recalling that all the literals in Γ that are not atoms, i.e. that are the negation of some
atoms, are irrelevant in order to compute the set ∆.
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Lemma 3.1. Let T be a convex theory, let P be a set of atoms, let N be a set of negative literals, i.e. a set
consisting only of negations of atoms, and let α be an atom. If P ∧N is T -satisfiable, it holds T |= (P ∧N ) → α
iff T |= P → α.
Let us now introduce TQ= , the theory of the (non-degenerate) Q-vector spaces. This theory is a subtheory
of both TQ and TQ-alg , it is built on the signature ΣQ= := {0, 1, +, −, {fq }q∈Q , s}, and it is ruled by the
axioms of abelian groups over +, the requirement that 1 6= 0 and the axioms (3.3) – (3.6) in Section 3.7.2.
Again, we require the relationship ∀x, y (y = s(x) ↔ y = x + 1) to hold in all the structures that are models
of TQ= .
Lemma 3.2. Let a, b be two sets of free constants such that a ⊆ b. Given a TQ= -satisfiable set of linear
b
equalities P over the signature ΣQ= , it is possible to derive a TS -basis modulo TQ= for P w.r.t. a.
a

Proof. Any ΣS -equation is of the form sn1 (a1 ) = sn2 (a2 ) for some n1 , n2 in N and for some a1 , a2 in a ∪ {0}.
Due to the injectivity axiom for the s function symbol, any equation can be equivalently rewritten in the
form a1 = sn2 −n1 (a2 ) whenever n2 ≥ n1 , or in the form sn1 −n2 (a1 ) = a2 whenever n1 > n2 . Thus, for any
couple of constants a1 , a2 in a, it is sufficient to detect if TQ= ∪ P |= a1 = a2 + n for some n ∈ N, or if
TQ= ∪ P |= a2 = a1 + n (for some n ∈ N, again). While running the Gauss elimination procedure on P and
computing σ = solve(P ), we obtain:
TQ= ∪ P |= a1 = a2 + n iff canon(a1 σ − a2 σ) = n
a

Let ∆ be the set of ΣS -equations obtained by collecting all the equations of the form a1 = sn (a2 ) for which
canon(a1 σ − a2 σ) = n. The properties (i) and (ii) of Definition 3.6 for TS -bases are straightforward.
Example 3.4. Consider P = {a1 − 1 = a3 + 1, 2b2 + a3 = b2 + 2b1 + b2 , a2 − 1 = 2a3 − 2b1 }. A solved form
for P is given by σ = {a1 7→ 2b1 + 2, a2 7→ 2b1 + 1, a3 7→ 2b1 }. By using the method given in the proof of
Lemma 3.2, we can derive that a1 = s2 (a3 ), a2 = s(a3 ) and these equalities define a TS -basis modulo TQ= for
P w.r.t. {a1 , a2 , a3 }.
The TQ case.
While running over a constraint Γ the procedure presented in Section 3.7.1, we have already pointed out
that, if Γ is satisfiable, the procedure halts returning a conjunction of the form σ
b ∧ Φ6= ∧ Φ≤ , where σ
b is a
set of linear equalities that, thanks to the results in [LM92a, LM92b] and Lemma 3.1, satisfies the following
two properties:
1. TQ ∪ Γ |= σ
b;
2. if e is a linear equality such that TQ ∪ Γ |= e, then TQ= ∪ σ
b |= e.
The TQ-alg case.
In Section 3.7.2, we have recalled that the satisfiability problem modulo TQ-alg can be solved by running
the Buchberger algorithm for computing the Groebner basis associated to a set Γ of polynomials. Actually,
the Groebner basis computation can be considered as a way to obtain a confluent and terminating rewriting
system for deciding the universal fragment of the theory of Q-algebras. In [Nic07], it is shown how a little
tuning on the ordering of the rules in the term rewriting system is able to produce in the final Groebner
basis associated to Γ a set, say P , of linear polynomials such that:
1. TQ-alg ∪ Γ |= P ;
2. if e is a linear polynomial such that TQ-alg ∪ Γ |= e, then TQ= ∪ P |= e.
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Proposition 3.5. Let a, b be two sets of free constants such that a ⊆ b. Given a constraint Γ over the
b
b
signature ΣQ (resp. ΣQ-alg , (ΣQ ∪ ΣQ-alg )b ), it is possible to compute a TS -basis modulo TQ (resp. TQ-alg ,
TQ ∪ TQ-alg ) for Γ w.r.t. a.
Proof. TQ Let us run the decision procedure for testing the satisfiability of Γ w.r.t. TQ . If it reports
unsatisfiability, then the TS -basis is simply {⊥}. Otherwise collect all the equalities (say σ
b) as described
in Section 3.7.1, and apply on σ
b the procedure described in Lemma 3.2. Thanks to the properties 1.
and 2. recalled in the paragraph above about the TQ case, the set ∆ is a TS -basis. Indeed, since
TQ ∪ Γ |= σ
b and TQ= ∪ σ
b |= ∆, it follows (i) TQ ∪ Γ |= ∆ (recall that TQ= ⊂ TQ ); moreover it holds the
following chain of implications: for any e s.t. TQ ∪ Γ |= e, then the set of equalities σ
b derived using
Fourier-Motzkin and Gauss elimination procedures is such that TQ= ∪ σ
b |= e, and thus, by Lemma 3.2,
also (ii) TS ∪ ∆ |= e.
TQ-alg The case to compute a TS -basis for Γ is analogous, taking into account the fact that the set P of
representative linear polynomials is given by running the Buchberger algorithm as described in [Nic07],
and again the properties 1. and 2. in the paragraph above about the TQ-alg case.
TQ ∪ TQ-alg The proofs of Lemma 3.2 and the two cases above make clear that, once we are able to guarantee
the derivation of a set of linear equalities P that satisfy the properties of the kind 1. and 2., we are also
able to compute TS -bases. Since it is possible to isolate such a set w.r.t. TQ and TQ-alg , it is possible
to apply Theorem 1.3.12 in [Zuc08] to derive, given a set of literals Γ over (ΣQ ∪ ΣQ-alg )b , a set P 0 of
linear equalities such that, again,
1. TQ ∪ TQ-alg ∪ Γ |= P 0 ;
2. if e is a linear equality such that TQ ∪ TQ-alg ∪ Γ |= e, then TQ= ∪ P 0 |= e.
At this point, it is immediate to apply again Lemma 3.2 to compute a TS -basis modulo TQ ∪ TQ-alg .

3.7.4

Applying the Combination Method

At the beginning of Section 3.7, we have pointed out that the theory of Increment TS is Noetherian and that
it can be “enlarged” to TS∗ , which admits quantifier elimination and behaves the same w.r.t. the satisfiability
of constraints; moreover we have also shown that TQ , TQ-alg and all the theories for the data structures we
have introduced in Section 3.3 are TS -compatible. Since the TS -compatibility is a modular property (cf.
Proposition 4.4 in [Ghi04]), also TQ ∪ TQ-alg 2 is TS -compatible. Moreover, in Section 3.6.2 we have shown
how to compute TS -bases modulo the theories for the considered data structures, and in Section 3.7.3 we
have shown how to compute TS -bases modulo the three fragments of arithmetic we are taking into account.
Hence, all the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied.
Theorem 3.4. For any Σ1 -theory T1 ∈ DST and any Σ2 -theory T2 ∈ {TQ , TQ-alg , TQ ∪ TQ-alg } such that
Σ1 ∩ Σ2 = ΣS , T1 ∪ TS ∪ T2 has a decidable constraint satisfiability problem.

3.8

Conclusion

We have shown how to instantiate the non-disjoint extension of the Nelson-Oppen method in order to combine
various data structures with some fragments of arithmetic. Our approach allows us to consider arbitrary
arithmetic constraints even if the shared signature is restricted to the successor function. We have focused
on fragments over the rationals. The fragments over the integers are more problematic, since first of all
2 The satisfiability problem w.r.t. T ∪ T
Q
Q-alg can be decided through an appropriate application of Theorem 3.2: for the
details we refer to [Nic07].
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the convexity is lost, and secondly it is not so clear how to extract from the existing decision procedures
the sets that are representative of the logical consequences involving only the successor function symbol.
This is a problem left for future work. Another interesting issue is to study how to handle more complex
connecting axioms between the data structure and the arithmetic, and to try to enlarge the shared signature.
In [NRR09d], the shared theory is a more precise approximation of the theory of integers, but on the other
hand there is no integration of standard techniques for reasoning about arithmetic. In [NRR09a], we show
how to combine data structures sharing the theory of abelian groups. In a similar way to what is investigated
here, it would be interesting to study the combination of a data structure with some fragments of arithmetic
when the shared theory is the one of abelian groups. More generally, an important issue is the capability
of dealing with a non-convex data structure such as the arrays. To go beyond theories axiomatized by unit
clauses, we would need to adapt our superposition calculus.
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Chapter 4

Non-Disjoint Combination: The case
of a shared addition
4.1

Introduction

Decision procedures are the basic engines of the verification tools used to check the satisfiability of formulae
modulo background theories, which may include axiomatizations of standard data-types such lists, arrays,
bit-vectors, etc. Nowadays, there is a growing interest in applying theorem provers to construct decision
procedures for theories of interest in verification [ARR03, ABRS09a, dMB08, BE07]. The problem of incorporating some reasoning modulo arithmetic properties inside theorem provers is particularly challenging.
Many works are concerned with the problem of building-in certain equational axioms, starting from the
seminal contributions by Plotkin [Plo72] and by Peterson and Stickel [PS81]. The case of AssociativityCommutativity has been extensively investigated since it appears in many equational theories, and among
them, the theory of abelian groups is a very good candidate as fragment of arithmetic. Recently, the standard
superposition calculus [NR01] has been extended to a superposition calculus modulo the built-in theory of
abelian groups [GN04]. This work paves the way for the application of a superposition calculus modulo a
fragment of arithmetic to build decision procedures of practical interest in verification. However, practical
problems are often expressed in a combination of theories where the fragment of arithmetic is shared by all
the other theories involved. In this case the classical Nelson-Oppen combination method cannot be applied
since the theories share some arithmetic operators. An extension of the Nelson-Oppen combination method
to the non-disjoint case has been proposed in [GNZ08]. This non-disjoint combination framework has been
recently applied to the theory of Integer Offsets [NRR09d]. In this paper, our aim is to consider a more
expressive fragment by studying the case of abelian groups.
The contributions of the paper are twofold. First, we show that abelian groups satisfy all the properties
required to prove the completeness, the termination and the effectiveness of the non-disjoint extension of the
Nelson-Oppen combination method. To prove the completeness, we show the existence of an extension of
the theory of abelian groups having quantifier elimination and that behaves the same w.r.t. the satisfiability
of constraints. Second, we identify a class of theories that extend the theory of abelian groups and for which
a simplified constraint-free (but many-sorted) version of the superposition calculus introduced in [GN04] is
proved to be complete. This superposition calculus allows us to obtain effective decision procedures that can
be plugged into the non-disjoint extension of the Nelson-Oppen combination method.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show some very useful properties in order to use the
theory of abelian groups, namely AG, in the non-disjoint combination framework, especially we prove the
quantifier elimination of a theory that is an extension of AG. In Section 3, we present a calculus modulo AG.
In Section 4, we show its refutational completeness and we study how this calculus may lead to combinable
decision procedures. Examples are given in Section 5. We conclude with some final remarks in Section 6.
Most of the proofs can be found in [NRR09b].
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4.2

The Theory of Abelian Groups

In this section we focus on some properties that are particularly useful when trying to apply Theorem 3.2
to a combination of theories sharing AG.
AG rules the behaviour of the binary function symbol +, of the unary function symbol − and of the
constant 0. More precisely, ΣAG := {0 : ag, − : ag → ag, + : ag × ag → ag}, and AG is axiomatized
as follows:
∀x, y, z (x + y) + z = x + (y + z)
∀x, y x + y = y + x
∀x x + 0 = x
∀x x + (−x) = 0
From now on, given an expansion of ΣAG , a generic term of sort ag will be written as n1 t1 + · · · + nk tk ,
where ti is a term whose root symbol is different both from + and −, t1 − t2 is a shortening for t1 + (−t2 ),
and ni ti is a shortening for ti + · · · + ti (ni )-times if ni is a positive integer, or −ti − · · · − ti (−ni )-times if
ni is negative.

4.2.1

Unification in Abelian Groups

We will consider a superposition calculus using unification in AG with free symbols, which is known to
be finitary [BJSS90]. In the following, we restrict ourselves to particular AG-unification problems with
free symbols in which no variables of sort ag occur. By using a straightforward many-sorted extension of
the Baader-Schulz combination procedure [BS96], one can show that an AG-equality checker is sufficient to
construct a complete set of unifiers for these particular AG-unification problems with free symbols. Moreover,
the following holds:
Lemma 4.1. Let Γ be a AG-unification problem with free symbols in which no variable of sort ag occurs,
and let CSUAG (Γ) be a complete set of AG-unifiers of Γ. For any µ ∈ CSUAG (Γ), we have that 1.)
V Ran(µ) ⊆ V ar(Γ), and that, 2.) for any AG-unifier σ of Γ such that Dom(σ) = V ar(Γ), there exists
µ ∈ CSUAG (Γ) such that σ =AG µ(σ|V Ran(µ) ).

4.2.2

Noetherianity of Abelian Groups

Let us start by proving the Noetherianity of AG; the problem of discovering effective Noetherian extensions
of AG will be addressed in Section 4.4.1, after the introduction of an appropriate superposition calculus
(Section 4.3).
Proposition 4.1. AG is Noetherian.
Pk
Ph
Proof. Note that any equation is AG-equivalent to (]) i=1 ni ai = j=1 mj bj , where ai , bj are free constants
in a ∪ b and ni , mj are positive integers, so we can restrict ourselves to chains of sets of equations of the kind
(]). Theorem 3.11 in [Che86] shows that AC is Noetherian, where AC is the theory of an associative and
commutative + (thus ΣAC = {+}). From the definition of Noetherianity it follows that, if T is a Noetherian
Σ-theory, any other Σ-theory T 0 such that T ⊆ T 0 is Noetherian, too. Clearly, the set of sentences over
ΣAC implied by AG extends AC; hence any ascending chain of sets of equations of the kind (]) is eventually
constant modulo AG, too.
In order to apply Theorem 3.2 to a combination of theories that share AG, we need to find an extension
of AG that admits quantifier elimination and such that any constraint is satisfiable w.r.t. such an extension
iff it is already satisfiable w.r.t. AG. A first, natural candidate would be AG itself. Unfortunately it is
not the case: more precisely, it is known that AG cannot admit quantifier elimination (Theorem A.1.4 in
[Hod93]). On the other hand, it is possible to find an extension AG∗ with the required properties: AG∗ is
the theory of divisible abelian groups with infinitely many elements of each finite order.
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4.2.3

An Extension of Abelian Groups having Quantifier Elimination

V
Vm
Let Dn := ∀x∃y ny = x, let On (x) := nx = 0 and let Lm,n := ∃y1 , y2 , . . . , ym i6=j yi 6= yj ∧ i=1 On (yi ),
for n, m ∈ N. Dn expresses the fact that each element is divisible by n, On (x) expresses that the element
x is of order n, and Lm,n expresses the fact that there exist at least m elements of order n. The theory
AG∗ of divisible abelian groups with infinitely many elements of each finite order can be thus axiomatized
by AG ∪ {Dn }n>1 ∪ {Lm,n }m>0,n>1 .
Now, instead of showing directly that AG∗ admits quantifier elimination and satisfies exactly the same
constraints that are satisfiable w.r.t. AG, we rely on a different approach. Let us start by introducing
some more notions about structures and their properties. Given a Σ-structure M = (M, I), let ΣM be
the signature where we add to Σ constant symbols m for each element of M . The diagram ∆(M) of M
is the set of all the ground ΣM -literals that are true in M. Given two Σ-structures M = (M, I) and
N = (N, J ), a Σ-embedding (or, simply, an embedding) between M and N is a mapping µ : M → N
among the corresponding support sets satisfying, for all the ΣM -atoms ψ, the condition M |= ψ iff N |= ψ
(here M is regarded as a ΣM -structure, by interpreting each additional constant a ∈ M into itself, and N
is regarded as a ΣM -structure by interpreting each additional constant a ∈ M into µ(a)). If M ⊆ N and
if the embedding µ : M → N is just the identity inclusion M ⊆ N , we say that M is a substructure of N .
If it happens that, given three models of T : A, M, N and two embeddings f : A → M and g : A → N ,
there always exists another model of T , H, and two embeddings h : M → H and k : N → H such that the
composition f ◦ h = g ◦ k, we say that T has the amalgamation property. Finally if, given a Σ-theory T and
a model M for T , it happens that, for each Σ-sentence ψ, M |= ψ if and only if T |= ψ, then we say that T
is a complete theory.
Now, in [Hod93], Exercise 8 page 380, it is stated that AG∗ is the so-called model companion of the
theory AG, meaning that (i) for each model M of AG∗ the theory AG∗ ∪ ∆(M) is a complete theory, (ii)
every constraint that is satisfiable in a model of AG is satisfiable in a model of AG∗ and (iii) every constraint
that is satisfiable in a model of AG∗ is satisfiable in a model of AG (of course, since AG ⊂ AG∗ , condition
(iii) gets trivial, but we report here for sake of completeness). At this point, since the behaviour of AG and
AG∗ is the same w.r.t. the satisfiability of constraints, the only condition that remains to be verified is that
AG∗ admits quantifier elimination. But:
Theorem 4.1. AG has the amalgamation property.
Corollary 4.1. AG∗ admits quantifier elimination.
Proof. In [ES71] it is shown that, if T is a universal theory and T ∗ is a model-companion of T , then the
following are equivalent:
(i) T ∗ has quantifier elimination;
(ii) T has the amalgamation property.
Since AG has the amalgamation property, and AG∗ is the model-companion of AG, we have that AG∗ has
quantifier elimination.

4.3

A Calculus for Abelian Groups

In [GN04] the authors give a superposition calculus in which the reasoning about elements of an abelian
group is completely built-in. Our aim is to elaborate that calculus so that it provides a decision procedure
for the satisfiability problem modulo theories modelling interesting data structures and extending AG. More
precisely, we want to produce a calculus able to check the satisfiability, in the models of AG, of clauses in
the shape Ax(T ) ∪ G, where Ax(T ) is a set of unit clauses, not necessarily ground, formalizing the behaviour
of some data structure, and G is a set of ground literals. To that purpose, we eliminate the constraints from
the calculus and we use a many-sorted language that extends the signature of the theory of abelian groups
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ΣAG by additional function symbols. Moreover, we will adopt from now on the following assumption: we
will consider only
unit clauses with no occurrence of variables of sort ag.

(∗)

Let us start to see more in detail the notations and the concepts used in the rules of the calculus.
First of all, we will reason over terms modulo an AG-rewriting system: quoting [GN04], the system RAG
consists of the rules (i) x+0 → 0, (ii) −x+x → 0, (iii) −(−x) → 0, (iv) −0 → 0, (v) −(x+y) → (−x)+(−y).
Moreover, rewriting w.r.t. RAG is considered modulo AC, namely the associativity and the commutativity
of the +, thus, when rewriting →RAG , we mean the relation =AC −→ RAG =AC . The normal form of a term
t w.r.t. RAG will be often written as AG-nf(t), and two terms t1 and t2 are equal modulo AG iff AGnf(t1 ) =AC AG-nf(t2 ). Accordingly, we say that a substitution σ is in AG-normal form whenever all the
terms occurring in the codomain of σ are in AG-normal form.
Moreover, we will consider an order  over terms that is total, well-founded, strict on ground terms and
such that 1.  is AC-compatible, meaning that s0 =AC s  t =AC t0 implies s0  t0 , 2.  orients all the
rules of RAG , meaning that lσ  rσ for every rule l → r of RAG and all the grounding substitutions σ; 3. 
is monotonic on ground terms, meaning that for all ground terms s, t, u, u[s]p  u[t]p whenever s  t. An
ordering satisfying all the requirements above can be easily obtained considering an RPO ordering with a
total precedence Σ on the symbols of the signature Σ such that f Σ − Σ + Σ 0 for all symbols f in Σ
and such that all the symbols have a lexicographic status, except +, whose status is multiset (see [Der82],
where, in order to compare two terms, the arity of + is considered variable, but always greater than 1).
As a last convention, with a little abuse of notation, we will call summand any term whose root symbol
is different from both + and −, notwithstanding its sort. In this way a generic term can be written in the
shape n1 t1 + · · · + nk tk (if it is of sort different from ag, it simply boils down to t1 ).
Now, we are ready to describe the calculus. We will rely basically on three rules, Direct AG-superposition,
Inverse AG-superposition and Reflection, and, as in [GN04], we will apply the rules only in case the premises
satisfy certain conditions as explained in the following. Moreover, from now on we assume that all the literals
will be eagerly maintained in AG-normal form, meaning that they will be maintained as (dis)equations
between terms in AG-normal form.
Orientation for the left premises of direct AG-superposition Let l = r be an equation; if it is
on the sort AG, then it can be equivalently rewritten into e = 0. Thus the term e is a term of the
form n1 t1 + n2 t2 + · · · + np tp , where the ti are non variable distinct summands, and the ni ’s are non
zero integers. By splitting the summands into two disjoint sets, the equation e = 0 can be rewritten as
n1 t1 + · · · + nk tk = −nk+1 tk+1 − · · · − np tp . In the following, we will call any equation over ag in that form
an orientation for e = 0. If l = r is an equation over a sort different from ag, then an orientation of l = r
will be either l = r or r = l.
Orientation for the left premises of inverse AG-superposition Let e = 0 be an equation over the
sort ag. If e or −e is a term of the form s + e0 , where s is a summand that occurs positively and e0 is a
generic term, then −s = e0 is an inverse orientation for e = 0.
Splitting of the right premises for direct AG-superposition Let t be a non-variable subterm of
either r or s in the literal r ./ s; moreover, if s is of sort ag, we can freely assume that s is 0. If t is of sort
ag, we ask that t is not immediately under + nor under −, and that the root of t is different from −. Thus,
we can imagine that t is of the kind n1 s1 + · · · + np sp + t0 , where all si are distinct summands, all ni are
positive integers and t0 contains only negative summands. In this case, t1 + t2 is a splitting for t if t1 is a
term of the form k1 s1 + · · · + kp sp , where 0 ≤ ki ≤ ni , and t2 is (n1 − k1 )s1 + · · · + (np − kp )sp + t0 . If t is
not over the sort ag, then the only splitting admissible for t is t itself.
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Splitting of the right premises for inverse AG-superposition Let t be a non variable subterm of
either r or s in the literal r ./ s; moreover, if s is of sort ag, we can freely assume that s is 0. Let t be of
sort ag, and let t be not immediately below + nor −. If t is of the form −s + t0 , where s is a summand,
then t1 + t2 is an inverse splitting for t if t1 is −s and t2 is t0 .
AG-superposition rules In the left premise l = r of the direct AG-superposition rule, it is assumed
that l = r is an orientation of the literal. Similarly, in the right premise, D[t1 + t2 ]p denotes that D|p is a
non-variable term that is not immediately below + or − with a splitting t1 + t2 . Similarly, in the inverse
AG-superposition rule, l = r and D|p denote inverse orientation and splitting, respectively. The inference
system, denoted by SP AG , is made of the following rules:
Direct AG-superposition
Inverse AG-superposition
Reflection

l=r
D[t1 + t2 ]p
(D[r + t2 ]p )µi
l=r
D[t1 + t2 ]p
(D[r + t2 ]p )µi
u0 6= u


(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The condition (i) is that µi is a most general solution of the AG-unification problem l =AG t1 ; moreover
the inference has to be performed whenever there is a ground instantiation of µi , θ, s.t., if nu = s is the
AG-normal form of (l = r)µi θ and D0 [nu]q is the AG-normal form of (D[t1 + t2 ]p )µi θ in which, in position
q, nu appears as subterm, then (a) u  s, (b) nu appears as subterm of the maximal term in D0 .
The condition (ii) is that µi is a most general solution of the AG-unification problem l =AG t1 ; moreover
the inference has to be performed whenever there is a ground instantiation of µi , θ, s.t., if −u = s is the
AG-normal form of (l = r)µi θ and D0 [−u]q is the AG-normal form of (D[t1 + t2 ]p )µi θ in which, in position q,
−u appears as subterm, then (a) either u is the maximal summand in s or u  s, (b) −u appears as subterm
of the maximal term in D0 .
The condition (iii) is that the AG-unification problem u =AG u0 has a solution (and  is the syntactic
convention for the empty clause).
Moreover, we assume that, after each inference step, the newly-derived literal is normalized modulo AG.
We point out that, thanks to Lemma 4.1(1.) and to our assumption (∗), at any step of a saturation no
variable of sort ag is introduced, thus the resulting saturated set will consist of literals in which no variable
of sort ag occurs. Moreover, we can note that the conditions on the inferences are, in general, far from being
obvious to check. However, for our purposes, we will often perform inferences involving at least one ground
literal. In that case, verifying all the conditions becomes easier.

4.4

Refutational Completeness of SP AG

In order to prove the refutational completeness of the calculus presented above, we will adapt the model
generation technique presented in [GN04]. The idea behind this technique consists in associating to any
saturated set of literals that does not contain the empty clause a model of terms identified modulo a rewriting
system, the latter being built according to some of the equations in the saturated set. Even if in our calculus
no constrained literal will appear, in order to build the model of terms we will rely only on ground instances
of the literals in the saturation that are irreducible. Moving from [GN04] and extending to the many-sorted
case, we say that:
Definition 4.1. An equation s = t is in one-sided form whenever, (a) if s and t are of sort ag, the equation
is in the form e = 0, and e is in AG-normal form; (b) if s and t are not of sort ag, both s and t are in
AG-normal form.
Whereas an equation over a sort different from ag has a unique one-sided form, an equation over the sort
ag has two AG-equivalent one-sided forms, but in what follows it does not matter which of the two will be
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considered. Thus, from now on, when we will refer to equations, we will always assume that the equations
are in one-sided form.
Definition 4.2. Let s be a term, σ be a grounding substitution such that both σ and s are in AG-normal
form. Moreover, let R be a ground term rewriting system. We will say that the maxredR (sσ) is
• 0, if AG-nf(sσ) is R-irreducible;
• max P S, where P S is the following set of terms (ordered w.r.t. ):
P S := {u is a summand | for some term v and some n in Z , AG-nf(sσ) is
of the form nu + v and nu is R-reducible}.
Definition 4.3. 1 Let s be a term in which no variable of sort ag occurs, let σ be a grounding substitution
such that both s and σ are in AG-normal form, and let R be a ground TRS. The pair (s, σ) is irreducible
w.r.t. R whenever:
• AG-nf(sσ) is R-irreducible, or
• if AG-nf(sσ) is R-reducible, let u be the maxredR (sσ). Then, (s, σ) is irreducible if s is not a variable
and, for each term of the form t = f (t1 , . . . , tn ) such that s is of the form t + v or −t + v or t and such
that u  AG-nf(tσ), each (ti , σ) is irreducible.
If L is a literal, the pair (L, σ) is irreducible w.r.t. R:
• if L is an (dis)equation whose one-sided form is of the form e ./ 0, then (e, σ) is irreducible w.r.t. R;
• if L is an (dis)equation whose one-sided form is of the form s ./ t, both (s, σ) and (t, σ) are irreducible
w.r.t. R.
Before going on with the description of all the ingredients that are needed in order to show the completeness of the calculus, we want to point out a property that will be useful in the following.
Proposition 4.2. Let s be a term in which no variable of sort ag occurs, let σ be a grounding substitution
such that both s and σ are in AG-normal form, and let R be a ground TRS such that (s, σ) is irreducible
w.r.t. R. Moreover, let σ =AG µπ, where π is another grounding substitution in AG-normal form and µ is
a substitution that does not have variables of sort ag in its range. Then (sµ, π) is still irreducible w.r.t. R.
To extract, from a given set of ground literals, a term rewriting system, we first of all transform all the
equations in reductive normal form (see [GN04]):
Definition 4.4. A ground literal s ./ t in AG-normal form is in reductive form whenever s is of the form
nu, t is the form n1 v1 + · · · + nk vk and n > 0, ni are non-zero integers, u and vi are summands with u  vi .
Of course, if s and t are of sort different from ag, the definition above simply says that s  t; moreover,
it is always possible, given an equation, to obtain an equivalent one in reductive normal form. Now, a term
rewriting system is obtained as follows:
Definition 4.5. Let S be a set of literals, let L be an equation with a ground instance Lσ, let G be the
reductive form of Lσ: G ≡ nu = r. Then G generates the rule nu → r if the following conditions are
satisfied:
(i) (RG ∪ AG) 6|= G;
(ii) u  r;
(iii) nu is RG -irreducible;
1 Here we are adapting, in case of absence of variables of sort ag, the definition of recursive irreducibility of [GN04], but in
our context the two notions of recursive irreducibility and irreducibility are collapsing.
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(iv) (L, σ) is irreducible w.r.t. RG .
where RG is the set of rules generated by the reductive forms of the ground instances of S that are smaller
than G w.r.t. . Moreover, if n > 1, then also the rule −u → (n − 1)u − r is generated.
Now, exactly as in [GN04], we associate to a generic set of literals saturated under the rules of our calculus
and that does not contain the empty clause, S, a structure I that is an AG-model for S. I is the equality
Herbrand interpretation defined as the congruence on ground terms generated by RS ∪ AG, where RS is the
set of rules generated by S according to Definition 4.5. Since we are in a many-sorted context, the domain
of I consists of different sets, one for each sort; since the rewriting rules in RS ∪ AG are sort-preserving,
the congruence on the ground terms is well-defined. Applying the same kind of arguments used to prove
Lemma 10 in [GN04], we have that RS ∪ AG is terminating and confluent, and it still holds that I |= s = t
iff s →∗RS ∪RAG τ ←∗RS ∪RAG t for some term τ . To show that I is really an AG-model for S, we can prove
the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. Let S be the closure under the calculus of a set of literals S0 , and let us assume that the empty
clause does not belong to S. Let I be the model of terms derived from S as described above, and let IrRS (S)
be the set of ground instances Lσ of L in S such that (L, σ) is irreducible w.r.t. RS . Then (1) I |= IrRS (S)
implies that I |= S, and (2) I |= IrRS (S).
From the lemma above, it follows immediately:
Theorem 4.2. The calculus SP AG is refutational complete for any set of literals that do not contain variables
of sort ag.

4.4.1

Computing AG-bases

Let us go back, for the moment, to Theorem 3.2, and especially to the condition that states that, in order
to apply a combination procedure à la Nelson-Oppen to a pair of theories T1 and T2 sharing AG, we have to
ensure that T1 and T2 are effectively Noetherian extensions of AG, i.e. we have to ensure the capability of
computing AG-bases for T1 and T2 . Let us suppose that Ti is a Σi -theory (for i = 1, 2) whose set of axioms
is described by a finite number of unit clauses.
Now, for i = 1, 2, let Γi be a set of ground literals over an expansion of Σi ⊇ ΣAG with the finite sets
of fresh constants a, bi , and suppose to perform a saturation w.r.t. SP AG adopting an RPO ordering in
b
which the precedence is f  a  −  +  0 for every function symbol f in Σi i different from +, −, 0, every
constant a in a and that all the symbols have a lexicographic status, except +, whose status is multiset.
Relying on the refutational completeness of SP AG , Proposition 4.3 shows how SP AG can be used in order
to ensure that T1 and T2 are effectively Noetherian extensions of AG:
Proposition 4.3. Let S be a finite saturation of Ti ∪ Γi w.r.t SP AG not containing the empty clause and
suppose that, in every equation e = 0 containing at least one of the constants a in a as summand, the maximal
summand is not unifiable with any other summand in e. Then the set ∆i of all the ground equations over
a
ΣAG in S is an AG-basis for Ti w.r.t. a (i = 1, 2).

4.5

Some Examples

Theorem 4.2 guarantees that SP AG is refutational complete, thus, if we want to turn it into a decision
procedure for the constraint satisfiability problem w.r.t. a theory of the kind T ∪ AG, it is sufficient to prove
that any saturation under the rules of SP AG of a set of ground literals and the axioms of T is finite. Let us
show some examples in which this is actually the case.
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Lists with Length The theory of lists with length can be seen as the union of the theories TL ∪ T` ∪ AG,
with TL being the theory of lists and T` being the theory that axiomatizes the behaviour of the function for
the length; more formally:
TL has the many-sorted signature of the theory of lists: ΣL is the set of function symbols {nil : lists, car :
lists → elem, cdr : lists → lists, cons : elem × lists → lists} plus the predicate symbol atom :
lists, and it is axiomatized as follows:
∀x, y car(cons(x, y)) = x
∀x, y cdr(cons(x, y)) = y

∀x ¬atom(x) ⇒ cons(car(x), cdr(x)) = x
∀x, y ¬atom(cons(x, y))
atom(nil)

T` is the theory that gives the axioms for the function length ` : lists → ag and the constant (1 : ag):
`(nil) = 0; ∀x, y `(cons(x, y)) = `(y) + 1; 1 6= 0
Applying some standard reasoning (see, e.g. [NRR09d]), we can substitute TL with the set of the purely
equational axioms of TL , say TL0 , and enrich a bit the set of literals G to a set of literals G0 in such a way
TL ∪ T` ∪ AG ∪ G is equisatisfiable to TL0 ∪ T` ∪ AG ∪ G0 . Let us choose as ordering an RPO with a total
precedence  such that all the symbols have a lexicographic status, except +, whose status is multiset, and
such that it respects the following requirements: (a) cons  cdr  car  c  e  ` for every constant c of
sort lists and every constant e of sort elem; (b) `  g  −  +  0 for every constant g of sort ag.
Proposition 4.4. For any set G of ground literals, any saturation of TL0 ∪ T` ∪ G0 w.r.t. SP AG is finite.
Trees with Size Let us reason about trees and their size. We can propose a formalization in which we
need to reason about a theory of the kind TT ∪ Tsize ∪ AG, where TT rules the behaviour of the trees and
Tsize constraints the behaviour of a function that returns the number of nodes of a tree. Thus we have:
TT has the mono-sorted signature ΣT := {E : trees, binL : trees → trees, binR : trees → trees, bin :
trees × trees → trees}, and it is axiomatized as follows:
∀x, y binL(bin(x, y)) = x
∀x bin(binL(x), binR(x)) = x

∀x, y binR(bin(x, y)) = y

Tsize is the theory that gives the axioms for the function size : trees → ag: size(E) = 0; ∀x, y size(bin(x, y)) =
size(x) + size(y)
Let us now put as ordering an RPO with a total precedence  on the symbols of the signature such that
all the symbols have a lexicographic status, except +, whose status is multiset, and such that it respects
the following requirements: (a) bin  binR  binL  c  size for every constant c of sort trees; (b)
size  g  −  +  0 for every constant g of sort ag.
Proposition 4.5. For any set G of ground literals, any saturation of TT ∪ Tsize ∪ G w.r.t. SP AG is finite.
Application (Algorithm 2.8 in [Zha06]: Left-Rotation of trees) Using the procedure induced by the calculus
SP AG , it is possible to verify, e.g. that the input tree x and the output tree y have the same size:
1. t := x; 2. y := binR(t); 3. binR(t) := binL(y); 4. binL(y) := t; 5. Return y
In order to check that the size of x is exactly the one of y, we check for unsatisfiability modulo TT ∪
Tsize ∪ AG the following constraint (see, again [Zha06]):
binR(t0 ) = binL(binR(x0 )) ∧ binL(t0 ) = binL(x0 ) ∧ binL(y 0 ) = t0
∧ binR(y 0 ) = binR(binR(x0 )) ∧ size(x0 ) 6= size(y 0 )
where x0 , y 0 and t0 are fresh constants that identify the trees on which the algorithm applies.
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4.5.1

Applying the Combination Framework

In the section above we have shown some examples of theories that extend the theory of abelian groups and
whose constraint satisfiability problem is decidable. We have proved that AG can be enlarged to AG∗ and
AG and AG∗ behave the same w.r.t. the satisfiability of constraints; moreover we have checked that AG is a
Noetherian theory. To guarantee now that the theories that have been studied can be combined together it is
sufficient to show that they fully satisfy the requirement of being AG-compatible and effectively Noetherian
extension of AG (cf. Theorem 3.2). The AG-compatibility both of lists with length and trees with size is
easily ensured observing that a constraint is satisfied w.r.t. TL ∪ T` ∪ AG iff it is satisfied w.r.t. TL ∪ T` ∪ AG∗
and, analogously, any constraint is satisfiable w.r.t. TT ∪ Tsize ∪ AG iff it is w.r.t. TT ∪ Tsize ∪ AG∗ .
Moreover, checking the shape of the saturations produced, it is immediate to see that all the hypotheses
required by Proposition 4.3 are satisfied when considering both the cases of lists with length and trees with
size, turning SP AG not only into a decision procedure for the constraint satisfiability problem, but also into
an effective method for deriving complete sets of logical consequences over the signature of abelian groups
(namely, the AG-bases). This implies that also the requirement of being effectively Noetherian extensions of
abelian groups is fulfilled for both lists with length and trees with size. To sum up, we have proved that the
theories presented so far can be combined preserving the decidability of the constraint satisfiability problem.

4.6

Conclusion

The problem of integrating a reasoning modulo arithmetic properties into the superposition calculus has been
variously studied, and different solutions have been proposed, both giving the possibility of reasoning modulo
the linear rational arithmetic ([KV07]) and relying on an over-approximation of arithmetic via abelian groups
([GN04, Stu98]) or divisible abelian groups ([Wal01, Wal02]).
We have focused on the second kind of approach, giving an original solution to the satisfiability problem
in combinations of theories sharing the theory of abelian groups. We have shown that in this case all
the requirements to apply the non-disjoint combination method are satisfied, and we have considered an
appropriate superposition calculus modulo abelian groups in order to derive satisfiability procedures. This
calculus relies on a non trivial adaptation the one proposed in [GN04]: We consider a many-sorted and
constraint-free version of the calculus, in which we use a restricted form of unification in abelian groups
with free symbols, and in which only literals are involved. Under these assumptions we have proved that the
calculus is refutationally complete, but, as a side remark, we notice that the same kind of proof works also
in case the rules are extended to deal with Horn clauses and also, exactly as it happens in [GN04], after the
introduction of an appropriate rule for the Factoring, to deal with general clauses. Our focus on the unit
clause case is justified by our interest in the application to particular theories whose formalization is actually
through axioms of that form.
It is worth noticing that two combination methods are involved in our approach: the method for unification problems [BS96] and the non-disjoint extension of Nelson-Oppen for satisfiability problems [GNZ08].
The framework for the non-disjoint combination used here cannot be applied, as it is, to the case where we
consider a combination of theories sharing the Presburger arithmetic, because the latter is not Noetherian.
Another framework, able to guarantee the termination of the resulting procedure on all the inputs, should
be designed for that case.
As future work, we would like to relax current restrictions on theories and saturation types to apply
effectively the calculus in the non-disjoint combination method. At the moment, since the presence of
variables of sort ag in the clauses is not allowed, the results in [NRR09d] are not subsumed by the present
paper. That restriction is justified by technical reasons: an important issue would be to discard it, enlarging
in this way the applicability of our results.
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